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Abstract 
The scalability of network capacity and fairness are two major performance factors in 
wireless networks. In addition, power control is often used in mobile ad hoc networks to improve 
the spectral reuse by alleviating the effect of mutual interferences among links in the network. In 
this thesis, we study the impact of power control on the two performance factors. Specifically, we 
investigate 1) the impact of power control on the scalability of network capacity in IEEE 802.11 
and 802.11-like wireless networks; and 2) how a judicious power control algorithm can make a 
balance between the network capacity and fairness, where there is generally a fundamental 
trade-off between the two. 
In multi-hop wireless networks, capacity scales with the number of nodes is achievable in 
theory. However, the capacity of IEEE 802.11 networks does not scale with the number of nodes 
due to its carrier-sensing mechanism. Power control can be used for achieving scalable capacity. 
In this thesis, we provide an analytical framework for deriving the design requirements of 
adaptive power control algorithms, and demonstrate that 802.11 networks are scalable with 
power control. However, an enhanced M A C protocol called Selective Disregard of NAVs (SDN) 
can achieve substantially higher capacity with an adaptive power control algorithm; in particular, 
adaptive power control allows SDN to achieve capacity within 75% of the theoretical optimal 
capacity of infrastructure-mode wireless networks. 
With the knowledge that power control is an effective means for optimizing spectral reuse in 
wireless networks, and can allow 802.11 and 802.11-like wireless networks to achieve scalable 
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capacity, we introduce the distributed versions of the adaptive power control algorithm for IEEE 
802.11 wireless networks. The majority of previous work simply assumes that each transmitter 
should use the minimum transmit power needed to reach its receiver, and that this would 
maximize the network capacity by increasing spectral reuse. It turns out that this is not 
necessarily the case, primarily because of hidden nodes. This thesis shows that in a network with 
power control, avoiding hidden nodes can achieve higher overall network capacity compared 
with the minimum-transmit-power approach. It is not always the best method to use the 
minimum transmit powers even from the network capacity viewpoint. Specifically, we propose 
and investigate three distributed adaptive power control algorithms that minimize mutual 
interferences among links while avoiding hidden nodes. Different power control schemes have 
different numbers of exposed nodes and hidden nodes, which in turn result in different network 
capacities and fairness. Although there is usually a fundamental trade-off between network 
capacity and fairness, we show that, interestingly, this is not always the case. In addition, our 
power control algorithms can operate at desirable network-capacity-fairness trade-off points, and 
can boost the capacity of ordinary non-power-controlled 802.11 networks by two times while 
eliminating hidden nodes. 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 
1.1 Motivation and Contributions 
The scalability of network capacity and fairness are two major performance factors in 
wireless networks, and there is often a fundamental trade-off between the two. Power control is 
an effective means for optimizing spectral reuse and thus the scalability of network capacity in 
wireless networks. Moreover, by controlling the number of hidden nodes and exposed nodes in 
the network through power control, we can achieve a desirable operating point between network 
capacity and fairness. 
In the first part of this thesis, we address the non-scalable nature of the capacity of 802.11 
networks and introduce adaptive power control for achieving scalable capacity and improving 
spectral reuse in 802.11 and 802.11-like wireless networks. In the second part of this thesis, we 
introduce the distributed versions of the adaptive power control algorithm. W e consider both the 
scalability of network capacity (which is related to exposed nodes) and fairness (which is related 
to hidden nodes) in our algorithmic design to strive for a good balance between the two in 802.11 
networks. 
1.1.1 Scalability of Network Capacity with Power Control 
The seminar work of Gupta and Kumar [1] showed that multi-hop wireless networks with 
capacity scalable with the number of nodes, n, are achievable in theory. The transport capacity 
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scales as 0{4n), while the capacity scales as ©{n). A subsequent study [2], on the other hand, 
showed that the capacity of IEEE 802.11 networks does not scale with n due to its carrier-sensing 
mechanism. This study, however, has not considered the use of power control. 
In the first part of this thesis, we consider the control of transmit power in 802.11 and 
802.11-like wireless networks to increase network capacity. In particular, we investigate whether 
the adjustment of the transmit powers of the nodes in a wireless networks can allow such 
networks to achieve scalable capacity. This is in contrast to other work in which power control is 
used to preserve energy and prolong battery life. Having said that, a desirable offshoot of our 
approach is that battery life may also be prolonged because maximal capacity is typically 
achieved when low transmit powers are used so that high spectrum re-use can be achieved. 
Whether network capacity is scalable as node density increases is directly related to how 
many links in the network can transmit simultaneously without interfering with each other. There 
are two types of constraints against the success of simultaneous transmissions by links [2]: 
namely, the physical-collision constraints, and the protocol-collision-prevention constraints. 
The 802.11 protocol-collision-prevention constraints, in particular, cause the 802.11 network 
capacity to become non-scalable [2]. Take 802.11 infrastructure networks for example, beyond a 
certain point, increasing the number of access points (AP) in a fixed area does not increase the 
overall network capacity at all. 
A variant of 802.11 for achieving scalable capacity, Selective Disregard of NAVs (SDN), was 
introduced in [2]. The main idea of SDN is to eliminate the extraneous 802.11 
protocol-collision-prevention constraints so that the capacity is limited only by the more 
fundamental physical-collision constraints. That is, the SDN's protocol-collision-prevention 
constraints overlap with the physical-collision constraints. It has been shown that without power 
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control, the original 802.11 networks are non-scalable, but S D N networks are [2:. 
The previous work, however, has not considered the use of power control. This thesis 
considers the implication of power control for capacity scalability in 802.11 and SDN wireless 
networks. Specifically, we firstly investigate 1) a simple power control scheme in which the 
transmit powers of all transmitters are uniformly scaled; and 2) an adaptive power control 
scheme in which different transmitters may use different powers to further boost capacity. 
1.1.2 Trade-off between network capacity and fairness with Power 
Control 
In the second part of this thesis, we continue to introduce the distributed versions of the 
adaptive power control algorithm for IEEE 802.11 networks. Much of the previous work on 
power control focuses on maximizing spectral reuse by minimizing the transmit powers of nodes 
[3] [4] [5]. However, such power control algorithms may not be desirable in that they overlook 
the effect of hidden nodes (HN), which may give rise to unfair network bandwidth distributions 
and bandwidth oscillations [6] [7]. 
H N can be eliminated by extending the carrier-sensing range [6]. However, doing so may 
cause the exposed-node (EN) problem. In case of such problem, links in the network are not 
allowed to transmit simultaneously because of carrier sensing even though they do not interfere 
with each other. This undesirable situation will result in low spectral reuse in the network. 
This thesis proposes and investigates three distributed adaptive power control algorithms that 
can avoid HN. In particular, in these algorithms the transmit powers of transmitters are adapted to 
the positions of their surrounding links besides the connectivity requirements with their receivers. 
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These algorithms make sure that (i) links that do not mutually interfere with each other remain 
non-interfering, and that existing interfering links may become non-interfering after power 
adjustments; and (ii) H N will not be created. In general, these three algorithms can boost the total 
throughput in ordinary non-power-controlled 802.11 networks by more than two times while 
preserving fairness in the network. Moreover, two of them can simultaneously achieve better 
fairness and network capacity in the network when compared with the minimum-transmit-power 
approach. 
Another contribution of this thesis is that we show that the trade-off between network 
capacity and fairness is not always true. In a non-power-controlled network, there is generally a 
trade-off between H N and EN, which translates to a trade-off between fairness and overall 
network capacity. Interestingly, we show in this thesis that for power-controlled networks, this is 
not always the case. Indeed, if we allow too many HNs in the network, even if ENs are reduced, 
both network capacity and fairness can deteriorate simultaneously. 
1.2 Related Work 
Figure 1.1 shows a possible classification of various approaches for power control and 
provides the context under which our work is done. Most previous investigations adopt the 
minimum-transmit-power approach (e.g., [3] and [4]). The C O M P O W protocol in [3] selects a 
common minimum transmit power for all nodes such that network connectivity is preserved. 
Essentially, the transmit powers of all nodes are set to the biggest value of the minimum power 
requirements of all links. In the C L U S T E R P O W protocol [3], on the other hand, transmit powers 
of nodes may vary, and each node forwards packets using the smallest powers required to reach 
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their destinations. Reference [4] is similar in that it proposed a distributed power-control 
algorithm that allows nodes to leam the minimum transmit powers required to successfully 
transmit to nearby nodes. The learning is done through RTS/CTS. 
Transmit Power Control 
Distributed & Parallel Centralized 
Separate control channel Common control and data channel 
[5] ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
Minimum-transmit- Interference avoidance 
power approa^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
[3] [4] Total HN eHmination Part idHN elimination 
[This Thesis] [8][This Thesis] 
Figure 1.1. Classification of related work on transmit power control. 
In contrast to [3], [4], and our work here, [5] proposed a Power Controlled Multiple Access 
(PCMA) protocol that uses a separate control channel for “busy tone" instead of RTS/CTS to 
avoid collisions, in which the signal strength of the busy tones received by a node is used to 
determine the power level at which this node may transmit without interfering with other 
on-going transmission. 
Reference [8], as in our work here, does not assume the use of minimum transmit powers. It 
proposed to always transmit RTS/CTS and intermittently transmit data packets at maximum 
power. The increased interference and EN effects due to the use of large transmit power are 
ignored. The approach aims to save energy, but spectral reuse is not improved. 
Instead of just using minimum transmit powers, this thesis proposes to adjust the transmit 
power of a transmitter based on its connectivity requirement with its receiver as well as potential 
interferences with its surrounding links. Intuitively, if the transmit power of a transmitter is 
decreased, it is more likely for other nodes to interfere with its receiver because of the decreased 
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SIR; on the flip side, the interference of the transmitter to other nodes will be reduced. How to 
judiciously adjust the powers of neighboring nodes based on the distances among them (more 
exactly, the power-transfer matrix that describes their power relationships) in a distributed and 
parallel manner is our key focus here. As described earlier, there is generally a trade-off between 
E N and HN. The three algorithms proposed in this thesis aim to eliminate H N in the network. 
The algorithms, however, are actually amenable to modifications that aim to decrease E N at the 
cost of some HN. The trade-off between E N and H N (hence, network capacity and fairness) is 
explored. Based on such modifications, in the later part of this thesis, we find that it is not always 
true that we can improve network capacity by sacrificing fairness, and vice versa. Indeed, both 
network capacity and fairness can deteriorate simultaneously when there are too many HNs in 
the network, even though ENs have been decreased. 
1.3 Organization of the Thesis 
The rest of this thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 provides background information for 
this thesis, we review the hidden- and exposed-node problems in details and provide an example 
to illustrate the shortcomings of power control with minimum transmit powers. Chapter 3 
introduces the transmission constraints that govern simultaneous transmissions in wireless 
networks with power control. Chapter 4 defines graph models that capture the interference 
relationships among links to facilitate algorithmic designs. W e analyze and demonstrate the 
scalability of network capacity for 802.11 and S D N networks with power control in Chapter 5, 
and an analytical framework of adaptive power control is presented. Chapter 6 presents our first 
distributed power control algorithm called Decoupled Adaptive Power Control (DAPC), in which 
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each node only monitors its local surrounding to effect its own power adjustment. Different 
nodes can compute and adjust their transmit powers simultaneously while making sure that no 
new interference relationships and H N will be created in the process. Chapter 7 presents our 
second distributed power control algorithm called Progressive-Uniformly-Scaled Power Control 
(PUSPC), which performs better than D A P C by solving a deadlock problem from which D A P C 
may suffer. The combination of D A P C followed by PUSPC is also investigated. It is followed by 
Chapter 8 that presents our third distributed power control algorithm, called Incremental Power 
Adaptation (IPA), which is able to adapt powers of links from one topology to another 
incrementally. Chapter 9 evaluates the performance of our proposed algorithms based on the 
criteria of network capacity, fairness, and amounts of E N and HN, and demonstrated the 
influence of the trade-off between E N and H N on network capacity and fairness. Finally, Chapter 
10 concludes this thesis and suggests possible directions for future research. 
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Chapter 2 Background 
In this chapter, we provide background information on the hidden- and exposed-node 
problems, including the introduction of a HN-free design which is applied in this thesis, and the 
non-scalable capacity of 802.11 caused by EN that motivates us to achieve scalable capacity 
through power control. Furthermore, we point out through a counter example that conventional 
power control in wireless network with minimum transmit powers may not be desirable that it 
creates H N in the network. 
2.1 Hidden- and Exposed-node Problems 
An ideal multi-access protocol for wireless networks should satisfy the following two 
conditions. 1) It should avoid situations in which when two links transmit simultaneously, one or 
both of the transmissions fail. For two links that are said to be interfering with each other, when 
one link is transmitting, the other must be prevented from transmitting through the 
carrier-sensing mechanism (CS) of the multi-access protocol. 2) To exploit spectral reuse, it 
should allow simultaneous transmissions when two links do not mutually interfere with each 
other. Prohibiting such transmissions will lower the network capacity unnecessarily. 
However, IEEE 802.11 often fails to satisfy either of the above two conditions. In general, 
the failure to satisfy the first condition is known as the hidden-node problem, while the failure to 
satisfy the second condition is known as the exposed-node problem. In other words, Hidden 
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Node (HN) is a phenomenon whereby colliding transmissions fail to be prevented by carrier 
sensing, while Exposed Node (EN) is a phenomenon whereby non-colliding transmissions are 
prevented by carrier-sensing. 
2.1.1 HN-free Design (HFD) 
A previous work of our research group [6] investigated a HN-free design for IEEE 802.11 
basic-access mode with no RTS/CTS, which is applied in this thesis with power control for 
eliminating H N in the network. 
With reference to Figure 2.1, consider a Wireless L A N with an Access Point (AP) and some 
clients within a distance of dmax, where dmax is the transmission range. The clients STAl and 
STA2 only communicate with the AP, but not with each other. When STAl is transmitting to the 
AP, STA2 should not transmit to the AP. So, to avoid HN, the physical carrier-sensing range, 
PCSRange, should be larger than Idmax so that the transmission of STAl can be sensed by STA2 
and prevents STA2 from transmitting (Physical Carrier-Sensing Mechanism). 
W dmsix ” m^ax V 
* A * 
S T A l A P I S T A 2 
\J 
Figure 2.1. A single-cell wireless network. 
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The situation is a little different for a multi-cell or ad hoc network, as illustrated in Figure 
2.2, in which IR is the interference range for transmission over dmax. Specifically, the A C K of 
API to STAl can destroy the D A T A from AP2 to STA3, since API is within IR of STA3. 
Therefore, the two links should not transmit simultaneously. To avoid HN, one condition is that 
PCSRange > 2dmax+ IR. Generally, IR can be expressed as (l+A)d for a link with distance d. So, 
for this example, to avoid HN, we need PCSRange > {3+A)dmax' Here, J > 0 is related to the 
power margin. With the SIR requirement set to be lOdB，which is the default value used in NS-2 
[9], A = 0.78. Therefore, we have PCSRange > IkIM讓. 
厂 、 , 一 、 
/ ^ IR = (1+ A) ^ / \ 
4 (/max dma\ V ^ dmax • \ 
4 • 4 • + 
STAl API ST A 3 AP2 STA 2 
vO^、\、_— 
Figure 2.2. Multi-cell network or ad hoc network. 
Another condition in H F D is that a so-called receiver restart (RS) mode in some commercial 
802.11 chips (e.g., some Atheros chips) needs to be enabled. With RS enabled, if the receiver is 
in the midst of receiving a signal, another signal with sufficiently larger power relative to the first 
signal arrives, the receiver will switch to receive the new signal. This is for solving the "receiver 
capture" effect in many 802.11 products. Figure 2.3 corresponds to a "receiver capture" situation, 
the two links are separated by a distance greater than the Interference Range {IK), and the 
PCSRange of STAl can only cover STA2 but not AP2. Assume STAl first transmits a DATA to 
API, the transmission can be sensed by STA2 but not AP2. Without restart mode, when AP2 
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transmits a D A T A to STA2, STA2 will not receive the D A T A and will not return an A C K after the 
physical layer preamble from STAl has been received. Note that solely increase the PCSRange 
cannot solve the problem, since no matter how large is the PCSRange, the situation in Figure 2.3 
is always possible. 
_ PCSRange • 
</max _ _ > (1+ A) (/max dmax • 
• • 
S T A l data I A P I 
• 
Figure 2.3. Receiver capture scenario. 
2.1.2 Non-Scalable Capacity in 802.11 caused by EN 
Figure 2.4 is an example of EN. Due to carrier sensing, links (API, STAl) and (AP2, STA2) 
cannot transmit together, even though there are no mutual interferences. There are no mutual 
interferences since ^/(APl, AP2) >(1+Zl) (i(APl, STAl) and (1+zl) d(AP2, STA2), where d(i,j) is 
the distance between nodes i and j. However, the physical carrier-sensing range, PCSRange > 
d{AP\, AP2) prevents the simultaneous transmissions. In general, the larger the carrier-sensing 
range, the worse is the E N problem. 
As a result of EN, deploying more APs does not help to increase the network capacity which 
is somewhat contrary to the popular belief. For example, if we add one more AP and its clients 
between API and AP2 in Figure 2.4, it does not help to improve the overall network capacity 
since all the nodes associated with the new W L A N are within the carrier-sensing range of the 
adjacent WLANs. The overall network capacity will become non-scalable as we add more and 
more client stations. 
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Figure 2.4. EN leads to non-scalable capacity. 
An 802.11-like enhanced M A C Protocol called Selective Disregard of NAVs (SDN) [2] was 
proposed by our group, its main objective is to eliminate E N in the network. Figure 2.5 plots the 
simulation results in NS-2 [9] of the total throughputs of SDN and 802.11 against the number of 
APs in an infrastructure-mode network, where clients are placed randomly in the network and the 
clients-to-APs ratio is fixed to be 4:1. W e can see that the total throughput of SDN is scalable 
with the number of nodes in the network due to the elimination of E N while 802.11 is not. W e 
will present the SDN protocol in Chapter 5 and demonstrate how adaptive power control can 
further boost the network capacity of SDN. 
IEEE 802.11 — S D N 
t 二 ] ：： . . ^~ 
吞一 50 ^ ^ ^ 
= ^ 40 ^ ^ 
H 30 ： ^ 
二 一 2 0 — . -:,,.—. —一 
I 10 
h 0 , 
0 10 20 30 
# of APs 
Figure 2.5. Total throughputs of SDN and 802.11 against the number of nodes in the network. 
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2.2 Shortcomings of Minimum-Transmit-Power Approach 
In this section, we provide an example to illustrate the shortcomings of conventional power 
control with minimum transmit powers. 
W e assume the following power-transfer relationship:P{a,b) = r^ , where P(a, b) is 
the power received by node b from node a\ Pa is the transmit power of node a; r is distance 
between the two nodes; o: > 2 is the path-loss exponent; and A: is a constant. Let J] and R‘ denote 
the transmitter and receiver of link i. For brevity, we also use J] and Rt to denote their positions. 
So, \ a - b \ denotes the distance between nodes a and b. W e also assume that the SIR requirement, 
K, is such that ifKP(T2, Ri)> P(Tj, Rj), then T2 will interfere with the reception at Rj. 
20m 25m 10m 
M • 
Figure 2.6. An example illustrating the shortcomings of minimum-transmit-power approach. 
Consider links 1 and 2 in Figure 2.6, and assume basic-mode access with no RTS/CTS. The 
default parameter values used in NS-2 [9] are K=\0, ce=4, TxRange = 250m, PCSRange = 
TxRange = 550m, /6c//j=3.652e-10W, where PCSRange and TxRange are respectively the 
physical carrier-sensing range and transmission range, Rxth is the minimum received power 
needed for signal detection. The corresponding transmit power given the above TxRange and Rxth 
is0.281W. 
By plugging in the above NS-2 parameter values, we find that KP{T2, Rj) < P(T], Rj), but 
KP{Rj, T2) > P{R2, T2) according to the locations of links 1 and 2. This means that the A C K of Rj 
can interfere with the reception of A C K from R2 to T2. However, since both 72 and Ri are within 
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the PCSRange = 550 m, the potential collision can be prevented by physical carrier sensing. 
Suppose now we adjust the transmit powers of the four nodes to their minimum. After the 
adjustment, P(Ti, Rj) = P{Rj, Tj) = P(T2, R2) = P(R2, T2) = Rxth, and the TxRanges of link 1 and 
link 2 become 10m and 20m respectively. Now, KP{Ri, T2) = 9.3e-ll < Rxth = P(R2,乃)，but 
KP(T2, Ri) = 1.5e-9 > Rx^h = P(Tj, Rj). Thus, the D A T A packets of T2 can interfere with the 
reception of D A T A from T丨 to R] now. Moreover, PCSRange of Ty = 2.186 x 10 = 21.86 < \T2- J) 
after power control. This means link 1 cannot forewarn link 2 when link 1 transmits. So, we see 
that the use of minimum transmit powers creates the possibility of DATA-DATA collisions. 
Furthermore, these collisions cannot be prevented by carrier sensing, causing the classical H N 
phenomenon. The use of minimum transmit powers are highly undesirable in this case. 
W e could also find examples in which H N is eliminated by using minimum-transmit-power 
approach. However, according to our simulation results, more H N instances are created than 
eliminated by the minimum-transmit-power approach. For example, in a randomly generated 
ad-hoc topology with 100 links in a domain of 1x1 km^, there are originally 106 H N instances; 
but the number of H N instances increases to 542 after adopted the minimum-transmit-power 
approach. The reader is referred to Chapter 4 for our definition and measurement of H N in the 
network. 
The above example points out that one must consider not just the power requirement of a 
link in terms of its SNR (i.e., the minimum power required at the receiver Rxth so that the signal 
is sufficiently above the noise floor), but its SIR with respect to the potential interferences with 
the surrounding links. That is the basis on which the power control algorithms in this thesis are 
designed. 
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Chapter 3 Simultaneous Transmissions 
Constraints with Power Control 
Whether network capacity is scalable as node density increases is directly related to how 
many links in the network can transmit simultaneously without interfering with each other. There 
are two types of constraints against the success of simultaneous transmissions by links [2]: 
namely, the physical-collision constraints, and the protocol-collision-prevention constraints. 
Figure 3.1 shows the classification of transmission constraints. 
Transmission Constraints 
^ 
Physical-Collision Constraints Protocol-Collision-Prevention Constraints 
I ^ ~ " Z 〉 
Protocol-Independent Protocol-Specific Transmitter-Side Receiver-Side 
Constraints Constraints Carrier-Sensing Carrier-Sensing 
Constraints Constraints 
Figure 3.1. Classification of transmission constraints in 802.11 networks. 
W e will model the physical-collision constraints using the pair-wise interference model [1]. 
W e assume the power-transfer relationship from node a to node b is P(a,b) = k - P^ / r^ , 
where P{a, b) is the power received by node b from the transmission by node a, Pa is the transmit 
power of node a, r is distance between the two nodes, o: > 2 is the path-loss exponent, and is a 
constant. Let T) and Ri denote the transmitter and receiver of link i. With no power control, all 
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transmit powers are the same, so that for all i, Pn =PT, a constant. For brevity, we will also use 7} 
and Ri to denote their positions. So, \a - b\ denotes the physical distance between nodes a and b. 
3.1 Physical-Collision Constraints 
The physical-collision constraints are due to the receiver's inability to decode its signal when 
the powers received from other interfering sources are large. So, if two links that do not fulfill the 
physical-collision constraint transmit simultaneously, one or both of the transmissions will fail. 
Physical-collision constraints can be further divided into two classes: protocol-independent 
and protocol-specific physical-collision constraints. The protocol-independent constraints are 
independent of the multi-access protocol used. They only require the Signal-to-Interference Ratio 
(SIR) at the receiver of a link to be sufficiently large to be collision-free. 
Protocol-specific physical-collision constraints are additional collision constraints due to the 
protocol used. For example, in the 802.11 M A C protocol, after the reception of a DATA frame by 
the receiver, the receiver will immediately return an A C K to the transmitter. This A C K must be 
properly received at the transmitter. In addition, this A C K should not cause collisions at other 
simultaneously transmitting links. Thus, the SIR of the A C K at the transmitter must be 
sufficiently large, and the interference induced by the A C K at other links sufficiently small. That 
is, there should be no DATA-ACK and ACK-ACK collisions either if simultaneous transmissions 
are to be successful. It has been shown that based on physical-collision constraints alone, the 
network capacity is scalable with n, where n is the number of nodes [1][2] in a fixed area, with 
order 0(n). 
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3.1.1 Protocol-Independent Physical-Collision Constraints 
Consider two links, 1 and 2. The power received by Rj from Ti must be sufficiently larger 
than the power received by Ri from T2 in order that the signal from 7； can be successfully 
decoded. Let the Signal-to-Interference requirement be K (e.g., lOdB). Then, collision occurs 
when P(Ti, Rj) < K P(T2, Rj). Plugging in the power-transfer relationship P{a, b) = kPa/\a-b 广， 
we have 
Pn\T2-R^r <KPr2\T,-R,\" (1) 
3.1.2 Protocol-Specific Physical-Collision Constraints 
In 802.11, each data transfer on link i consists of a D A T A frame in the forward direction and 
an A C K frame in the reverse link i’ in the other direction. This induces physical-collision 
constraints due to the presence of A C K on the reverse link 
Pm^-T.^" (2) 
及 2—及 < KP^2\TX - (3) 
kKPj.^^-R,^' (4) 
Constraints (1) - (4) correspond to DATA-DATA collision, DATA-ACK collision, ACK-DATA 
collision and A C K - A C K collision, from link 2 to link 1 respectively. Similarly, link 1 can also 
interfere with link 2 with four similar constraints. 
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3.2 Protocol-Collision-Prevention Constraints 
The protocol-collision-prevention constraints are due to the operation of the multi-access 
protocol to prevent collision-causing simultaneous transmissions described in the aforementioned 
physical-collision constraints. In 802.11 networks, this is achieved through the carrier-sensing 
mechanism. However, in preventing illegitimate simultaneous transmissions, the protocol may 
become overly aggressive and may disallow some simultaneous transmissions that are 
non-collision-causing. Simultaneous transmissions disallowed by a protocol can be encapsulated 
in a set of protocol-collision-prevention constraints, which can be further divided into 
transmitter-side and receiver-side carrier-sensing constraints, as shown in Figure 3.1. The 802.11 
protocol-collision-prevention constraints, in particular, cause the 802.11 network capacity to be 
non-scalable [2]. Take 802.11 infrastructure networks for example, beyond a certain point, 
increasing the number of access points (AP) in a fixed area does not increase the overall network 
capacity at all. 
3.2.1 Transmitter-Side Carrier-Sensing Constraints 
The transmitter-side carrier-sensing constraints are induced by the use of RTS/CTS and PHY 
preamble access mode in 802.11, which are originally designed to prevent collisions. Transmitter 
T2 cannot transmit if it senses the ongoing transmission on link 1. This will be the case if any of 
the follovvings holds: 
T2-T,\< VCSRangeiPj,) (5) 
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T2-R,\<VCSRange{Pj,,) (6) 
T2-T^\< PCSRANGE(PT^) (7) 
where VCSRange(Pa) is the virtual carrier-sensing range due to the transmissions of RTS/CTS by 
node a with transmit power Pa\ and PCSRange(Pa) is the physical carrier-sensing range due to the 
D A T A transmission by node a. 
3.2,2 Receiver-Side Carrier-Sensing Constraints 
Now, if none of (5) - (7) holds, T2 may go ahead to transmit D A T A (or RTS). However, if 
any of (8) — (10) is satisfied, R2 will not reply an A C K (or CTS) to T2, causing T2 to interpret that 
as a collision, and that will start off the 802.11 M A C backoff algorithm and retransmission 
procedure. 
R2-T^\< VCSRange{Pj^) (8) 
及2 -灭11 < VCSRange{Pj^^) (9) 
R2-Tx\< PCSRangeiPj^) (10) 
The rationale for R2 not returning an A C K (or CTS) to T2 is that R2 can sense the ongoing 
transmission on link 1, and the A C K may interfere with the ongoing transmission on link 1. 
There is also another set of inequalities similar to (5) - (10) for the case that link 1 tries to 
transmit while link 2 is already transmitting. The case of no power control is a special case in 
which VCSRange(Pa) 二 VCSRange and PCSRange(Pa) :PCSRange, where VCSRange and 
PCSRange are constants. 
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Chapter 4 Graph Models for Capturing 
Transmission Constraints and 
Hidden-node Problems 
This chapter presents graph models for capturing simultaneous-transmissions constraints and 
H N to facilitate algorithmic design. Links in the network are mapped to vertexes, and links that 
interfere or interact with each other are related through edges in the graph. 
Sections 4.1, 4.2, and 4.3 present the components in our graph models. Specifically, Section 
4.1 considers the physical-collision constraints due to the receiver's inability to decode its signal 
when the powers received from other transmitting sources are large (i.e., small SIR). They form 
the basis of a link-interference graph. Section 4.2 considers the protocol-collision-prevention 
constraints imposed by carrier sensing of 802.11 against simultaneous transmissions. They form 
the basis of a protocol-collision-prevention graph. Section 4.3 defines the "ideal" carrier-sensing 
operation. They form the basis of an ideal protocol-collision-prevention graph. Section 4.4 
defines H N and E N in a formal manner in terms of the differences between the 802.11 
protocol-collision-prevention graph in Section 4.2 and the ideal protocol-collision-prevention 
graph in Section 4.3. Finally, Section 4.5 introduces a metric for performance evaluation 
purposes. 
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4.1 Link-Interference Graph from Physical-Collision 
Constraints 
A Link-Interference Graph (i-graph) can be used to represent the physical-collision 
constraints graphically. It basically captures the effects of SIR among links. Consider the simple 
network topology in Figure 4.1a. As illustrated in Figure 4.1b, in an i-graph, an arrow-shape 
vertex represents a wireless link with the arrowhead pointing toward the receiver. 
, 一 - 〜 \ - 》 ( b ) i-graph 
Z Carrier �� 
Linki、 P ) — — X N (c) tc-graph 
[ ^ ^ O K D I L y L _ / 
2 / H〉(d) rc-graph 
〇 \>U / z z 
\ � z Z 
‘ o^〉• _ S y (e) s-graph 
(a) Node Graph 
Figure 4.1. Mapping of a network topology a) to b) i-graph, c) tc-graph, d) rc-graph and e) s-graph. 
In the example of Figure 4.1b, there is a directional i-edge from vertex 1 to vertex 2, and vice 
versa, because the transmitter of link 1 and receiver of link 2 are so close to each other that they 
interfere with the reception at each other. DATA of J) may collide with D A T A of T2 at R2; and 
A C K of R2 may collide with A C K of Rj at T). Although not the case in Figure 4.1, in general it is 
possible that there is an i-edge from link 2 to link 1 but not the other way round direction due to 
the differences in link length and powers used. More formally, there is an i-edge from vertex 2 to 
vertex 1 if any of the inequalities (1) - (4) is satisfied. 
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4.2 Protocol-Collision-Prevention Graphs 
W e next consider the effect of 802.11 carrier sensing. The goal of carrier sensing is to prevent 
simultaneous transmissions that will collide. Two protocol-collision-prevention graphs can be 
used to model the carrier sensing: the tc-graph models the effect of carrier sensing by transmitters, 
and the rc-graph models that by receivers. 
In the tc-graph, there is a directional tc-edge from vertex 1 to vertex 2 if T2 can sense the 
transmission on link 1 so that if Tj is already transmitting its DATA, T2 will not transmit. 
Formally, there is a tc-edge from vertex 1 to vertex 2 if any of the inequalities (5) - (7) is true. In 
the example of Figure 4.1c, we assume 7； and T2 are sufficiently far apart that they cannot 
physically sense each other. However, the Tj can sense the CTS of R2’ but T2 is so far away from 
Ti and Rj that it cannot sense the RTS and CTS from them. So, there is a tc-edge from link 2 to 
link 1 but not the other way round. 
In the rc-graph, there is a directional rc-edge from vertex 1 to vertex 2 if the R2 can sense the 
transmission on link 1. Specifically, there is an rc-edge from link 1 to link 2 if any of the 
inequalities (8) - (10) is satisfied. In the example of Figure 4. Id, there is an rc-edge from link 1 
to link 2 but not in the other direction since R2 can sense the RTS of 7；, but Rj is so far away 
from link 2 that it cannot sense any RTS/CTS from it. 
4.3 Ideal Protocol-Collision-Prevention Graphs 
The previous section was about the tc-graph and rc-graph that correspond to the actual 
carrier-sensing operation of 802.11. However, 802.11 carrier sensing may not be ideal in that it 
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may (i) prevent non-collision-causing simultaneous transmissions, and (ii) fail to prevent 
collision-causing simultaneous transmissions. W e introduce the concept of a s-graph with s-edges 
{should-forewarn edges) to describe the ideal carrier-sensing operation. The comparison of 
s-graph, tc-graph, and rc-graph allows us to define H N and E N in a formal manner, which aids 
our algorithmic design later. 
In an s-graph, there is an s-edge from vertex 1 to vertex 2 if link 1 should forewarn link 2 
when it transmits, due to the presence of an i-edge from 1 to 2, or an i-edge from 2 to 1. 
Equivalently, there are two s-edges, one from 1 to 2, and one from 2 to 1, if there is an i-edge 
from vertex 1 to vertex 2. The definition of s-edge is as such because no matter link 1 or link 2 
transmits first, transmission at link 2 will fail. Therefore, when link 2 transmits, it should first 
forewarn link 1 not to transmit. Similarly, when link 1 transmits, it should forewarn link 2 not to 
transmit. In short, s-edges always exist in pairs. 
In the example of Figure 4.1e，there are two s-edges between links 1 and 2, one in each 
direction. It turns out that there are also two i-edges in this example. However, even if there were 
only one i-edge between links 1 and 2, we would still have the two s-edges in both directions. 
4.4 Definition of HN and EN and their Investigation using 
Graph Model 
Figure 4.2 shows the Venn Diagram depicting the relationships among different types of 
edges and the inequalities that define them. In the Venn Diagram, the set elements are link duples 
(/, j). Each link duple (/, j) represents the relationship from vertex i to vertex j. It could be a 
tc-edge, rc-edge, s-edge, none of them, or a combination of them. 
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I rc-edges (8) - (10) ^ ^ ^ ^ 
rc-graph 
Figure 4.2. Relationships among s-edges, tc-edges and rc-edges in s-graph, tc-graph and rc-graph; and the constraints 
associated with the edges. 
W e now provide formal definitions for H N and EN. Based on the definition, we introduce the 
metric to measure the severity of H N and E N in the network, which will be used in this thesis to 
analyze our simulation results. Strictly speaking, the H N and EN phenomena are due to 
relationships between links rather than between nodes. However, we will continue to use these 
terms since they are already commonly used. 
Definition of HN: There is H N from link i to link j if (z, j) is not a tc-edge, but is an s-edge or 
rc-edge. Link i is said to be hidden from link j in this case. 
Definition of EN: There is EN from link i to link j if (j, j) is not an s-edge, but is a tc-edge or 
rc-edge. Link j is said to be exposed to link i in this case. 
With respect to the above H N definition, simultaneous transmissions on links i and j cannot 
both be successful. However, link j cannot be prevented from transmitting when link i is already 
transmitting. As for the EN definition, there is actually no physical interferences between links i 
and j in terms of their SIRs. However, the existence of a tc-edge from i to j will prevent j from 
transmitting when i is already transmitting; while the existence of an rc-edge will prevent the 
success of the transmission by link j because Rj will not reply to 7). Thus, H N is a phenomenon 
whereby colliding transmissions fail to be prevented by carrier sensing, while EN is a 
phenomenon non-colliding transmissions or their success are prevented by carrier sensing. They 
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are both caused by the discrepancies among s-edges, tc-edges and rc-edges. 
Let us denote the set of s-edges by S, the set of tc-edges by TC, and the set of rc-edges by RC. 
As measures of the severity of H N and EN in the overall network, we can look at 
# of HN-causing edges: N—: \S U RC\ - \TC FL U RC)\ 
tc-graph s-graph 
( t c - e d g e s ( 5 ) - ( 7 ) J ^ ) s-edges ( l ) - ( 4 ) ) 
V 一 义 
rc-graph 
Figure 4.3. HN-causing edges in the graph. 
# of EN-causing edges: NEN= \TC U RC\ - \{TC [J RC) R\ S\ 
tc-graph s-graph 
( tc-edges (5) - (7) s-edges (1) - (4) 
I rc-edges (8) - (10) J 
^ r c -g raph 
Figure 4.4. EN-causing edges in the graph. 
The shaded areas in Figure 4.3 and Figure 4.4 show the sets of edges which lead to H N and 
EN respectively. 
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For the network to be HN-free, we require TC = S U RC so that N H N = 0. For the network to 
be EN-free, we require S = TC U RC so that NEN= 0. In general, 802.11 networks cannot be both 
HN-free and EN-free. W e may define normalized Miss Ratio = NHN 丨 U RC\ and False-alarm 
Ratio = MEN / U RC\ to measure the severities of H N and E N in a given network. The reason 
for using the normalization factor \S U RC\ is that it corresponds to the number of cases where 
simultaneous transmissions are not allowed, or will not be successful. 
4.5 Attacking Cases 
This section introduces another performance metric, number of attacking cases, which 
corresponds to the number of cases where simultaneous transmissions are either not allowed, or 
where allowed, will not be successful. Link i is said to be attacking link j if (/, j) is an i-edge, a 
tc-edge, or a rc-edge. 
The number of attacking cases in a network is the sum of the number of attacking cases from 
link i to link j over all i and j. Specifically, for all (/,/), i 对. 
If (/,y) is an i-edge, then add 2 to # attacking cases; 
else if (ij) is a tc-edge, then add 1 to # attacking cases; 
else if {iJ) is an rc-edge, then add 1 to # attacking cases. 
The above enumeration process takes into account the order of transmissions. If (/, j) is an 
i-edge, it does not matter whether i or j transmits first, signal at j will be corrupted. So, there are 
two cases where i can "attack" j. On the other hand, if (/, j) is a tc- or rc-edge, transmission at 
link j will not be allowed or will fail only if link i transmits first. So, there is only one case. If 
there are L directional links, then the above summation will be over L{L - 1) link pairs. 
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Chapter 5 Scalability of Network Capacity 
with Adaptive Power Control 
W e investigate in this chapter the effect of power control on the scalability of network 
capacity in 802.11 and S D N networks. Specifically, two types of power control are considered in 
this chapter, Uniformly-Scaled Power Control (USPC) and Adaptive Power Control (APC). In 
Section 5.1, the detailed operation of SDN is presented. Section 5.2 discusses the scalability of 
capacity in SDN and 802.11 with uniformly-scaled power control. The adaptive power control 
schemes for S D N is introduced in Sections 5.3. At last, numerical results from simulations are 
presented in Section 5.4. 
5.1 Selective Disregard of NAVs (SDN) 
This section elaborates on the SDN protocol. As has already been mentioned, SDN is scalable 
without power control. And as will be discussed in Section 5.4, its performance is even better 
with power control. 
There are three parts to SDN, described as follows. W e shall use the term SDN loosely to 
refer to the collection of the three parts, as well as SDN.II specifically. It is SDN.I and SDN.II 
that remove the extraneous carrier-sensing constraints in standard 802.11 that are limiting the 
scalability of the network. SDN.III is an accessory to SDN.II so that a node has enough 
information to decide whether to ignore an ongoing transmission during its carrier-sensing 
operation. 
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SDN.I - Turning off Physical Carrier Sensing and using Receiver Restart Mode: 
Physical carrier sensing is deactivated. In addition, Receiver Restart Mode is turned on. In some 
commercial 802.11 chips (e.g., some Atheros chips), there is a so-called "Restart Mode" (RS) in 
the receiver design. If the receiver is in the midst of receiving a signal, another signal with 
sufficiently larger power relative to the first signal arrives, the receiver will switch to receive the 
new signal. With SDN.I, constraints (7) and (10) are removed. In particular, the associated tc-
and rc-edges are eliminated. 
SDN.II - Selective Disregard of NAVs (SDN): Virtual carrier sensing of 802.11 is modified 
so that RTS/CTS not just contain the address of the receiver, but also that of the source. Each 
node not just monitors whether the wireless channel is busy, but also who is transmitting to 
whom. A node will decide to go ahead to transmit even if the medium is busy, provided the 
currently transmitting links are non-interfering. For example, in the original 802.11, according to 
(5) and (6), T2 will not transmit if it already hears the RTS or CTS on link 1. However, with SDN, 
T2 will transmit if it finds that (1) - (4)，as well as (1) - (4) with the variables Tj and Rj 
interchanged with T2 and R2, do not hold — i.e., links 1 and 2 do not mutually interfere physically. 
Similarly, according to (8) and (9), in the original 802.11, R2 will not reply a CTS to the RTS 
of T2 if 尺2 already hears the RTS or CTS on link 1. However, with SDN, R2 will return a CTS if it 
finds that (1) — (4), as well as (1) —（4) with J) and Ri interchanged with T2 and R2, do not hold. 
Together with SDN.I, SDN.II removes the effects of the edges in {\TC U ieC| - | (TC U RQ 
n S ). That is, EN-causing edges or false alarms have been removed. For details of the whole 
algorithm, the reader is referred to [2]. 
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SDN.III - Constructing i-Graph using Power Exchange Algorithm (PE): For the 
operation of SDN.II, a node needs to know its interference relationships with its neighbor as 
described by (1) — (4). That is, it needs to know its i-edges with its neighbors. To discover such 
relationships, each node exchanges power-transfer information with its neighbors through a 
power-exchange algorithm. The reader is referred to [2] for details of the power-exchange 
algorithm for gathering information required for S D N operation. The modification of the PE 
algorithm for gathering information required for adaptive power control will be explained in 
Section 5.3.3. 
5.2 Scalability of Network Capacity: Analytical Discussion 
W e now present a rough intuitive discussion of the scalability of network capacity with and 
without power control. Consider an infinitely large infrastructure-mode wireless network with 
multiple Access Points (AP) laid out in a grid topology. Each grid is associated with an AP, which 
serves as the base station for the clients located within the grid. Clients are randomly placed 
within the grid. W e consider the total network capacity when we increase the number of APs by 
reducing the grid size, while maintaining the same number of clients per AP. 
The increase of node density as such is analogous to decreasing the scale on which a map is 
drawn (see Figure 5.1). The location (x, y) is translated to (ax, ay), where < 1. If the distance 
between two nodes before scaling is d, the distance after the transformation is ad. 
For S D N without power control, constraints (1) - (4) with PTI = PRI = PT2= PR2 are the only 
constraints. They are invariant to this scaling, as a on both sides of the inequalities will cancel 
out. Thus, the expected network capacity per unit area will scale with the number of APs. This is 
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because the expected capacity of a smaller grid is the same as the expected capacity in the 
original larger grid before transformation. 
a*父 a*d2 o 
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Figure 5.1. Change in node density as the network scales. 
On the other hand, 802.11 networks without power control are limited by constraints (1) — (10) 
with PTI = PRI = PT2 = PR2- Since the carrier-sensing ranges are constant as we scale, they will 
cover more neighbor grids when the node density increases (Figure 5.2). Thus, the network 
capacity per unit area will reach a limit eventually as the number of APs increases. That is, more 
APs do not bring about higher capacity! This is the behavior we expect from today's 802.11 
products since they typically do not support transmit power control. 
Intuitively, if power control is introduced so that VCSRange and PCSRange are also scaled 
according to the size of grids, some of the extraneous inter-grid carrier sensing can be prevented 
and we should observe network capacity that scales with node density. 
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Figure 5.2. Effect of CSRange in 802.11 as the network scales. 
W e define two types of power control in this chapter. The first is Uniformly-Scaled Power 
Control (USPC), in which all nodes use the same transmit power adjusted in accordance with 
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node density (grid size). The second is Adaptive Power Control (APC), in which different nodes 
may use different transmit powers that are adapted to the locality of their surrounding links. 
With USPC, PI will still be constant for all nodes L Constraints (1) - (4) with PTI 二 PRI = PN 
二 Pr2 remain the same. The resulting S D N network capacity should be similar to that without 
power control. The implication is that we need A P C to boost the capacity of SDN. 
For 802.11 with USPC, we need to consider constraints (1) - (10). W e would expect the 
capacity in 802.11 to increase with USPC as per our discussion of Figure 5.2. However, we 
would still expect 802.11 with USPC to have smaller network capacity than S D N without power 
control. To see that, note that with USPC, constraints (1) - (4) remain the same, with PTI = PRI = 
Pt2 = Pr2- These are the same set of constraints characterizing SDN. However, 802.11 with USPC 
is additionally constrained by (5) - (10). Therefore, we would expect S D N without power control 
to perform better. The reader is referred to Section 5.4 for the numerical results from simulations. 
5.3 Adaptive Power Control for SDN 
There are two shortcomings to USPC: 1) With respect to SDN, it does not bring about any 
capacity advantages. 2) It may be suboptimal in scenarios in which links are non-uniformly 
distributed, as well as in scenarios in which power propagation is not a regular function of 
distance. Specifically, in USPC the transmit powers of all nodes are kept the same, and a link's 
transmit power is not adapted to what the link sees from other links in its neighborhood. The goal 
of APC is to overcome these limitations. 
W e now present the details of our APC algorithm for SDN. For the APC algorithm for 802.11, 
the reader is referred to Chapter 6, in which the distributed versions of APC for 802.11 is studied 
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based on the AP C for SDN. 
The execution of APC algorithm consists of successive iterations. W e assume that initially the 
transmit powers of nodes are high. Each iteration chooses a particular link and attempts to reduce 
the number of i-，tc-, and rc-edges emanating out of that link by reducing the transmit powers of 
its transmitter and receiver. Whereas in SDN, the sets of tc- and rc-edges are inside the set of 
i-edges. 
There are two issues: (i) in each iteration, how to adjust the transmit power of the chosen link; 
and (ii) which link should be chosen for each iteration. In addition, to address both (i) and (ii)，it 
is necessary to find out the transmit powers used by the nodes, {P/} and the gain matrix among 
the nodes [G{iJ)], where G{iJ) = P{iJ) / Pi is the power-gain function from node i to node j. 
This section is divided into four parts. In Section 5.3.1, we discuss how to determine the 
maximum amount of the transmit powers of a link can be adjusted down by — issue (i) above. 
Section 5.3.2 considers the order in which nodes adjust their transmit power and its impact on the 
network capacity - issue (ii) above. In Section 5.3.3, we introduce an algorithm for nodes to 
exchange power-transfer information so that they can obtain the {P/} and G{i, j) in their 
neighborhood for the calculations in Section 5.3.1 and Section 5.3.2. Section 5.3.4 presents 
simulation results of the different strategies proposed in Section 5.3.2. 
5.3.1 Per-iteration Power Adjustment 
W e now consider the power adjustment of a chosen link. To reduce the i-edges from a link to 
other links, we may reduce the transmit powers of the transmitter and receiver of that link. The 
larger the values of such transmit power reductions, the more likely that more i-edges can be 
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eliminated. However, there is a bound on the transmit powers that can be reduced, as explained 
below. 
In the Per-iteration Power Adjustment of APC, we assume the transmit powers of links other 
than the chosen link remain unchanged, and we only reduce the transmit powers of nodes. When 
adjusting the transmit power of the chosen link, we must make sure that 1) the connectivity 
between its transmitter and receiver can be maintained; and 2) the power reduction does not 
create new i-edges from other links to chosen link. Note that reducing power as such will not 
create new i-edges from the chosen link to other links. 
1. Ensuring the reduced power satisfy the minimum decodable threshold to maintain link 
connectivity: Suppose Tj is the sender and Ri is the receiver of link 1. Suppose that G{Ti, Rj) 
and G(Rj, Ti) are known (this can be achieved with the Power Exchange Algorithm 
described in Section 5.3.3). Then, to guarantee connectivity from T! to Ri, the minimum 
transmit power of J) must be bounded below by 
(�1) = P(�:RO X 叫h = (11) 
where Rxth is the minimum necessary received signal strength, and G{i, j) = P(i, j) / Pi is the 
power-gain function from node i to node j. Similarly, the minimum transmit power of Ri 
must be bounded below by 
( 代 ) = X A , = ^ ^ ^ (12) 
2. Ensuring reduced power does not create new i-edges: To ensure that no new i-edges to 
vertex 1 will be created when Tj and Rj reduce their transmit powers, we need to consider 
the interferences from surrounding links. Let NTI and NRI be respectively the sets of nearby 
transmitting and receiving nodes that are not currently interfering with Tj and Ri, but which 
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may potentially do so if the powers of Tj and Rj are reduced too aggressive. As a 
conservative measure, we assume the powers of the nodes in NRI and NTI are not changed 
when computing the acceptable new powers of 7； and W e require 
PadjustediTi) > KP(n, Rj)/G(Tj, Rj) V" e Nj,, (13) 
Padjusted{Rl) > KP{n, TJ)/G(TJ, RJ) V " G (14) 
Note that (13) is to ensure there is sufficient SIR at Rj for the D A T A on link 1, and (14) is to 
ensure there is sufficient SIR at TJ for the A C K on link 1. In general, NTI and NRI do not 
need to cover all nodes in the network. Only nodes n that satisfy the following need to be 
considered: 
(i) n G NTI if and only if P{n, Tj) > Rxth / K 
(ii) n G NRI if and only if P(n, Rj) > Rxth / K 
3. Ensuring the VCSRange is enough to cover interfering nodes: This requirement is to 
ensure that virtual carrier sensing in S D N continues to work well. Let M n denote the set of 
nodes whose transmissions can interfere with the reception at Tj. So, before Ti transmits, it 
has to be able to warn the nodes in Mji not to transmit via virtual carrier sensing. Otherwise, 
the A C K from Rj to Tj might be corrupted by transmissions by the nodes in MTI. This can be 
achieved in two ways. Either the RTS of 7； or the CIS of RI must reach the nodes in MTI-
Thus, we have 
PadjustediTj) > Rx/cs / G(Tj, m) V m e M n (15) 
O R 
Padjusted{Ri) > Rxjcs 丨 G(Rj, m) Vm e M ^ (16) 
where Rxt/^^ is the receiver sensitivity threshold for RTS/CTS which is generally smaller 
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than Rxth so that VCSRange is larger than TxRange. For example, if RTS/CTS are transmitted 
at l/rvcs the rate of DATA, as an approximation, we may set RjQh 旧=Rxth / ryes-
Note that in the above: (i) W e have assumed the same transmit power is used to carry 
DATA/ACK and RTS/CTS. (ii) (15) and (16) are an O R relationship. When adjusting the 
transmit powers of Ti and R{, as long as one of them is satisfied, the condition is fulfilled. 
Steps 1, 2, and 3 are combined as follows. First, we set Padjusted{Ti) to the maximum of (11) 
and (13). Then, we set PadjustediRi) to the maximum of (12) and (14). Then, we see if either 
Padjusted{Ti) satisfics (15) or Padjusted{Ri) satisfies (16). If yes, we are done. If not, we adjust one of 
Padjusted{Ti) or Padjusted(Ri) upward until either (15) or (16) is fulfilled. 
In general, the computation time for each per-iteration power adjustment is 0(n), where n is 
the number of nodes, thanks to steps 2 and 3. Consider a network with node density and area 
of domain A. Then n = is the number of nodes in A. Suppose we increase n, hence/?, while 
fixing A. In steps 2 and 3, we need to scan for nodes in NTI, NR\ and Mji. Denote the scanned 
area by A，，where A'= cA, for some constant c <1. Thus, the average number of nodes n' m A' 
n '=/^A '=c /jA=cn. As a result, the number of nodes in Nn, NR\ and Mji will be of order 0(«). 
5.3.2 Power Control Scheduling Strategy 
W e would like to study the importance of the order of links for power control, based on a 
link-by-link power adjustment nature. W e consider the strategies for choosing a link for power 
adjustment in each iteration - referred to as Power Control Scheduling Strategies. Specifically, 
three strategies are considered. Their performance results are presented in section 5.3.4. 
For the APC algorithm introduced in this chapter, we assume there is a central node that 
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knows the power-transfer relationships among links and decides which link to control its power 
in each iteration. In real practice, we will implement APC in a distributed manner, in which no 
central node is needed. The distributed versions devised from the centralized algorithms 
discussed here will be introduced in Chapter 6, every node only needs to monitor the local 
conditions surrounding them and multiple nodes may adjust their powers simultaneously. 
Generally speaking, good centralized algorithms also yield good distributed algorithm. In 
addition, it is also essential to understand centralized algorithms as benchmarks for the 
distributed versions. 
Let us denote the number of attacking i-edges of link I by iJJ) — i.e., number of i-edges from I 
to other links; and the number of defending i-edges of link I by iJJ) - i.e., number of i-edges 
from other links to I. 
Strategy 1 - Choose the link with the largest 4： The intuition of this strategy is as follows. 
The link with the largest number of attacking i-edges is the link that seriously interferes with 
neighboring links. By reducing its power first, we can increase the chance that more i-edges can 
be reduced in the iteration. Note, however, that the power adjustment steps in the previous 
section is a defensive one in that it ensures that no new i-edges to the chosen link is created, 
rather than that some i-edges from it to others are eliminated. Thus, this strategy does not 
guarantee to reduce the largest number of i-edges in each iteration. 
In case of a tie in which multiple links have the same ia, we will pick the one with the 
smallest id. If there are multiple links with the same ia and U, one of the links will be chosen in 
random. The reader is referred to the description of Strategy 2 for the motivation for considering 
a link with the smallest id. 
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The overall centralized APC algorithm of Strategy 1 is shown in Figure 5.3. Once a link is 
selected for power adjustment, it will not be selected again. A "round" consists of the 
considerations of all links. W e choose a link only once in each round because otherwise it is 
possible for the chosen link to be chosen again in the next iteration because it still has the largest 
ia. This will result in an infinite loop. W e may run the algorithms for several rounds to continue 
to reduce the i-edges. In our simulation experiment, however, we have found that typically after 
one round, only a few additional i-edges can be eliminated in future rounds. 
Pseudocode of Strategy 1: 
//LinkSet is the set for link waiting for power control 
Linkset = all links; 
While (LM5e/ !=NULL){ 
L = arg maxi in LinkSet 
If \L\ > 1, L = arg mini in L {i^l)) else m = link in L; 
If \L\ > 1, m = a random link in L; 
Perform per-iteration power adjustment on m; 
Remove m from LinkSet 
_ } 
Figure 5.3. Pseudocode of Strategy 1. 
Since the computation time of per-iteration power adjustment is 0{n), and Strategy 1 loops 
for I iterations, where I = cn the number of links for some constant c. Thus, the computation 
time for one round of Strategy 1 is 0(n ). 
Strategy 2 - Choose the link with the smallest id： The intuition of this strategy is as follows. 
With respect to step 2 of the per-iteration power adjustment algorithm in Section 5.3.1, having 
fewer defending i-edges to consider may allow us to lower the power by a larger amount. Hence, 
this may increase the likelihood of an attacking i-edge being eliminated. That is, whereas 
Strategy 1 maximizes the number of candidate i-edges for elimination, Strategy 2 maximizes that 
the chance that a candidate i-edge can be eliminated. Neither strategy, however, guarantees that 
an i-edge can in fact be eliminated in each iteration. 
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In case of a tie in which multiple links have the same id we will pick the one with the largest 
ia. If there are multiple links with the same ia and U,, one of the links will be chosen in random. 
Pseudocode of Strategy 2: 
//Linkset is the set for link waiting for power control 
Linkset = all links; 
While {LinkSet 
L = arg mini in LinkSet {iJJ))\ 
If \L\ > 1 , 1 = arg maxi in L (/«(/)) else m = link in L; 
If \L\ > 1, w = a random link in L\ 
Perform per-iteration power adjustment on m; 
Remove m from LinkSet 
} 
Figure 5.4. Pseudocode of Strategy 2. 
The overall A P C algorithm for Strategy 2 is shown in Figure 5.4. Similar to Strategy 1，once 
a link is picked for power control, it will not be picked again in each round to avoid infinite 
looping of the algorithm. As with Strategy 1, the computation time of Strategy 2 is also 0(n ) in 
one round due to the computation of I per-iteration power adjustment. 
Strategy 3 - Choose the link that maximizes the number of i-edges than can be 
eliminated in this iteration: Strategies 1 and 2 do not guarantee to reduce the largest number of 
i-edges in every iteration. Strategy 3 is a greedy algorithm that tries to optimize every step. 
W e need to define the reducibility of a link. An i-edge between two links is said to be 
reducible if it ceases to satisfy any of the constraints (1) - (4) after per-iteration power 
adjustment in Part A is performed. Let zV(0 denote the number of i-edges that is reducible if link I 
is chosen for power adjustment. For this strategy, we first calculate the adjusted transmit power 
of every link and their respective zV- Then we pick the one with the largest zV for power reduction. 
If there is more than one link with the maximum we will pick the one with the smallest id 
to break the tie. The overall APC algorithm of Strategy 3 is shown in Figure 5.5. Unlike 
Strategies 1 and 2, Strategy 3 allows links that have been chosen to be chosen again 一 there will 
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be no infinite loop like that described previously. So, the number of iterations could be greater 
than the number of links / in each round. 
Pseudocode of Strategy 3: 
//LinkSet is the set for link waiting for power control 
Linkset = all links; 
While {irjnax ！= 0){ 
iox~{l=\-,l<\LinkSet[,l++){ 
// ir{l) is the number of reducible i-edges of link / 
find ir(J); 
} 
// for all I belongs to LinkSet 
L = arg maxi in LinkSet (zV(/)); 
If \L\ > 1, L = arg mini in L (/j(/)) else m = link in L\ 
If \L\ > 1, w = a random link in L; 
// i r jnax stores the max /V among links 
ir_max = ir{L)\ 
Perform per-iteration power adjustment on L\ 
} 
Figure 5.5. Pseudocode of Strategy 3. 
In Strategy 3，the algorithm can loop until no more i-edge is reducible. Since there are at 
most /C2= /(/-l)/2 potential i-edges in a network with I links, in the worst-case, there are 0{n^) 
iterations. The process of finding the number of reducible i-edges and per-iteration power 
adjustment for links both consume 0{n) computation time. Thus, the total computation of 
Strategy 3 is 0{n). 
5.3.3 Power Exchange Algorithm 
In [2], a Power Exchange Algorithm (PE) has been proposed for establishing the i-graph of a 
network. Our per-iteration power adjustment procedure in Section 5.3.1 requires not only the 
knowledge of the current i-edges, but also the power-transfer relationships between nearby nodes 
so that we can ensure no new i-edges are created after power adjustment. The power control 
scheduling strategies proposed in Section 5.3.2 also require enough information to elect the link 
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for power control. W e extend the PE in [2] for our purpose here. 
The PE algorithm is a local algorithm in that each node finds out the i-edges and potential 
i-edges in its neighborhood. If we assume the presence of a central node, such information can be 
gathered for the algorithms in Sections 5.3.1 and 5.3.2. 
Receiver Restart Mode in the receiver design is assumed. Power-Exchange packets (PE 
packets) are special packets periodically broadcasted by nodes to exchange power information 
with neighbors. W e assume the transmit powers of these packets are the same as the transmit 
powers of regular packets like DATA/ACK/RTS/CTS. 
Consider an arbitrary node a. The PE packets sent by node a contain three types of 
information: (1) Active links (a, b) or (Jb, a), where b is any other node which forms an active 
link with a; (2) Transmit power Pa of node a; (If node a is an AP, we assume it uses different Pa 
for different client stations and establishes multiple links with clients) (3) “Power set", as 
described below. The identity of the sender of a PE packet is implicit in the M A C address of the 
PE packet. 
1. Each node a monitors the power it receives from other nodes and keep this information in a 
power set PSa = {[b, P(b, a)], [c, P(c, a)], ...} where P(i, J) denotes the power received at 
nodej from node i. For this purpose, the powers from the PE packets from nodes b, c, ... can 
be measured by node a. 
2. Each node a periodically broadcasts a PE packet at a rate lower than the data rate to increase 
the transmission range. 
3. Node a gathers information from the PE packets received from its neighbors by measuring 
the powers of the received PE packets as well as looking into their contents. 
The following condition is sufficient to ensure that the necessary information for Sections 
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5.3.1 and 5.3.2 can be gathered by the above PE algorithm: 
RxtiT < Rxth ! K (17) 
where Rxth^^ is the receiver sensitivity threshold for PE packets. Note that according to (17), if 
dfnax = TxRange, where dmax is the maximum link distance, then PE packets must be transmitted at 
a lower rate than D A T A packets in order that PERange > TxRange. The reader is referred to 
Appendix I for the proof of the correct operation of PE Algorithm for APC. 
5.3.4 Comparison of Scheduling Strategies 
W e now present the performance results of the three strategies proposed in Section 5.3.2. W e 
established in M A T L A B an infrastructure topology with 25 APs placed uniformly in a 
square-grid manner over a 1x1 km^ domain. Then, 125 client stations are placed randomly in the 
domain so that each AP on average has five associated clients. In addition to the three strategies, 
for benchmarking purposes, we also consider the random strategy in which a random link is 
chosen in each iteration. 
Figure 5.6 shows the number of remaining i-edges versus the number of per-iteration power 
adjustments performed. The number of iterations for Strategies 1 and 2 are equal to the number 
of links (i.e., 125), while Strategy 3 can have more iterations until no more i-edge is reducible. It 
can be seen that the number of remaining i-edges of the random case is always more than that of 
the three strategies, and Strategy 3 performs the best followed by Strategy 2 and then Strategy 1. 
It is interesting to note that for gaps between the remaining i-edges widen and then narrow as 
the number of iterations increases. Specifically, the remaining i-edges of the different strategies 
converge to values that differ by about 40 i-edges. At convergence, the different strategies may 
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not yield significantly different network capacities. 
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Figure 5.6. Numbers of remaining i-edges versus number of iterations for different scheduling strategies. 
The convergence rate is an important factor to consider if the power-transfer relationships 
between nodes are an attribute that can change dynamically over time (e.g., mobile nodes or 
dynamically changing environment in a static network). For the case with mobility, we can 
quantize the time by iterations of the strategy. If the nodes move less frequently, more iterations 
of the power control strategy can be performed and higher capacity can be achieved. 
W e emphasize again that in real practice, APC will be implemented in a distributed manner, 
every link only monitors its local surroundings, and powers used by links that are far apart can be 
adjusted simultaneously without coordination among them. Each link only coordinates and 
exchanges information with a subset of nearby links. As a result, the actual number of iterations 
needed to achieve a reasonably good performance should be smaller. The reader is referred to the 
distributed versions and the simulation results in Chapter 6. 
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5.4 Scalability of Network Capacity: Numerical Results 
W e generate grid topologies in a 1x1 km^ domain with randomly placed clients. Initially, 
there are four APs with transmit power 281.8mW so that together they cover the whole domain. 
For 802.11, we set VCSRange = PCSRange = 2.78 x TxRange. W e vary the number of APs in the 
domain while fixing the client-to-AP ratio to 5:1. 
In NS-2 [9]，a U D P link is established from every client to its closest AP with a data rate of 
11 Mbps, and packet size of 1460 bytes. The MAC RTSThreshold is 1000 bytes. 
For the case of USPC, we scale the TxRange of APs to just cover a grid area to ensure links 
could be established with the minimum power. For APC, we adopt Strategy 2 as the power 
control scheduling strategy for our simulation here. The performance results here pertain to the 
power assignments after one round of the execution of the Strategy-2 APC. 
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Figure 5.7. Simulation results of the scalability of 802.11 and SDN with and without power control in NS-2. 
Figure 5.7 shows the simulation results in NS-2, we normalize the total throughput with the 
data rate as the normalized capacity. The dotted line is the maximum achievable normalized 
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capacity in infrastructure networks, which is the total number of APs. It can be seen from the 
figure that the normalized capacity of 802.11 without power control saturates very quickly. 
Specifically, it stops at around two, while the capacities of the other four cases increase almost 
linearly with the number of APs. 
For 802.11 with USPC, the total network capacity is around 25% of the optimal capacity, and 
it can be raised to about 30% with APC. It is clear that S D N performs much better than 802.11 
due to the removal of extraneous carrier-sensing constraints. 56% of the optimal capacity can be 
achieved with S D N without power control. With APC, SDN can achieve about 76% of the 
optimal capacity. 
Table 5.1. Summary of the capacity scalability of 802.11 and SDN with and without power control based on NS-2 
simulation results. 
— IEEE 802.11 SDN 
w/o power control Non-scalable - 5 6 % scalable 
一 with USPC � 2 5 % scalable — �56o/o scalable 
with APC ~ 30% scalable - 7 6 % scalable ~ 
Table 5.1 summarizes details of our findings. The ratio of the slope of the curve to the slope 
of the optimal curve gives the degree of optimality, wherein the optimal normalized capacity is 
defined to be the number of APs. Thus, using the NS-2 simulation results as benchmarks, we may 
say that 802.11 with USPC is 25% scalable, with APC is 30% scalable; while SDN with APC is 
76% scalable. This scalability measure may serve as a metric for future studies of other network 
variations. 
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Chapter 6 Decoupled Adaptive Power 
Control (DAPC) 
This chapter presents our first distributed adaptive power control algorithm for IEEE 802.11 
wireless networks, Decoupled Adaptive Power Control (DAPC), which is developed based on 
APC in previous chapter. The main essence of D A P C is to decouple the power adjustments of 
individual links to the extent that is possible, so that many links can adjust their powers 
simultaneously in a distributed and parallel manner. In DAPC, (i) a node only needs to gather 
information from nearby nodes that are within a certain “radius” to it; and (ii) powers used by 
links that are far apart can be adjusted simultaneously. Each individual node will perform its 
power adjustments based on its own computation through a number of iterations. In Section 6.1， 
we first discuss how much power can be reduced by a link in each iteration in our algorithm. 
Section 6.2 presents the conditions for correct operation of the Power Exchange Algorithm (PE) 
for links to gather power information and discuss how the “radius，，in (i) can be bounded with the 
concept of Interaction Range (IntRange). Based on the principles in Sections 6.1 and 6.2, Section 
6.3 discusses the implementation of DAPC, which guarantees that no new i-edges or H N will be 
created in each iteration. Section 6.4 points out, however, that D A P C may face a deadlock 
problem that limits its performance. Deadlock-free power control will be presented in Chapter 7. 
6.1 Per-iteration Power Adjustment 
Similar to APC, when individual links perform power reduction in each iteration, they assume 
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the transmit powers of its surrounding links remain unchanged. When reducing its power, a link 
must make sure that 1) the connectivity between its transmitter and receiver can be maintained; 2) 
the power reduction does not create new i-edges from other links to itself, even if other links do 
not reduce their powers; and 3) the carrier-sensing range with the reduced power is still sufficient 
to cover interfering nodes, such that no new hidden nodes are created. Note that if all links 
perform 2), no new i-edges will be created in the network because each link assumes the 
worst-case SIR in its power adjustment. The steps are elaborated below for an arbitrary link 
labeled as link 1. 
Step 1 and Step 2 are the same as the per-iteration power adjustment of APC discussed in 
Section 5.3.1. Step 3 is different that it tries to ensure no H N is created during power adjustment, 
and we assume basic-access mode with no RTS/CTS for carrier sensing from this chapter on. 
1. Ensuring reduced power satisfies minimum received power threshold to maintain link 
connectivity (Same as APC in Section 5.3.1) 
2. Ensuring reduced power does not create new i-edges (Same as APC in Section 5.3.1) 
3. Ensuring PCSRange of reduced power is enough to cover interfering nodes: In the 
distributed version, we focus on basic-access mode. This requirement is to ensure that the 
physical carrier sensing in 802.11 continues to avoid H N after each power adjustment. Let 
MTI denote the set of transmitters whose link has a s-edge to link 1 and vice versa. This 
means that V me MTI, the PCSRange of 7； must be able to reach m. Note that the difference 
between M n and Nji is that the former refers to nodes whose links already have interference 
relationships with the link 1, whereas the latter refers to nodes that do not currently interfere 
with Ti but may do so if power adjustment is not done right. Before Ti transmits, it must be 
able to warn the nodes in M n not to transmit through physical carrier sensing. Therefore, to 
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maintain the HN-free property, the following inequality must be satisfied: 
Padjusted{Ti) > Rx/cs / G{Ti, m) ymeMj, (18) 
where Rxth^ ^^  is the receiver sensitivity threshold for P H Y header, which is generally smaller 
than Rxth so that PCSRange is larger than TxRange. For example, if P H Y are transmitted at 
Hrpcs the rate of DATA, as an approximation, we may set Rxth^ ^^  二 Rxth/ rpcs- Note that we 
have assumed the same transmit power is used to carry DATA/ACK and P H Y on a link. 
Steps 1, 2, and 3 are combined as follows. W e set PadjustediTi) to the maximum of (11), (13) 
and (18). Then, we set Padjusted{Ri) to the maximum of (12) and (14). Note that in DAPC, the 
transmitter and receiver of a link may use different power levels. 
The nodes in Nn, Nrj, and M t i in steps 2 and 3 define an Interaction Range (IntRange) over 
which other links can interfere with or can potentially interfere with link 1. Specifically, faraway 
nodes outside of IntRange not belonging to Njh Nrj, and Mti need not be considered by link 1 
when it adjusts the transmit powers used by its transmitter for D A T A and its receiver for ACK. 
Note that not all links within IntRange can interfere with link 1, but all links outside IntRange are 
guaranteed not to do so. 
6.2 Power Exchange Algorithm 
The PE Algorithm used in D A P C is the same as that in APC discussed in Section 5.3.3, with 
the conditions for correct operation different as follows. 
Conditions for Correct Operation of PE: Interaction Range 
The following conditions are sufficient to ensure that the necessary information, including the 
power-transfer relationships required for the computation in Section 6.1 can be gathered by the 
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PE algorithm: 
Rx/^ < Rxth I K (19) 
< Rjq尸 (20) 
PE . 
where Rxth is the receiver sensitivity threshold for PE packets, it should be set as the maximum 
of (19) and (20). The purpose of (19) and (20) is to ensure that the PE packets sent out by other 
interfering links or potentially interfering links within the IntRange can be received, so that the 
required information needed to execute steps 2 and 3 in per-iteration power adjustment can be 
obtained from the PE packets. The reader is referred to Appendix II for the formal proof that (19) 
and (20) can ensure that a node can gather the required power information for per-iteration power 
adjustment in DAPC. 
6.3 Implementation of DAPC 
W e now discuss implementation issues with regard to the PE algorithm. According to (19) 
and (20), the receiver sensitivity for PE packets must be higher than that for regular DATA 
packets and at least that for P H Y header. If each node transmits its PE and D A T A packets at the 
same power, then we could transmit PE packets at the same rate as that of P H Y header. 
Consider IEEE 802.11b. The data rate of D A T A is 11Mbps. The P H Y header is transmitted at 
1Mbps. Inequality (20) can be satisfied if we also transmit PE packets at 1 Mbps. In addition, to 
the extent that the receiver sensitivity can be improved by a factor of 11 (to maintain the same 
PE 
energy per bit for 1Mbps and 11Mbps), then (19) can also be satisfied. This is because Rxth = 
R x 尸 = Rxthl n < Rxth / 火 with K=10 (the typical lOdB SIR requirement). 
The above argument is based on the same-energy-per-bit assumption. Since different coding 
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schemes are used for 1Mbps and 11Mbps, this assumption may not apply strictly. NS-2 simulates 
what is found in a commercial product, such as Atheros 802.11 chips. In its default setting [9], 
PCSRange = 550m, while TxRange = 250m. So, PCSRange = 2.2*TxRange. Assuming PE 
packets has the range as the P H Y header, PCSRange, the implied receiver sensitivities are related 
by Rxth^ l^Rxth = 1/2.2、where a is the path-loss exponent. Any a > 2.92 guarantees that 
Rx/^IRxth < \IK where K= 10. The default o; value in NS-2 is 4. So, PE data rate of 1Mbps is 
also sufficient by this argument. 
In the IEEE 802.11 standard, there are two commonly used modes for clear channel 
assessment (CCA). I) Energy Decision bases the C C A decision only on whether the energy 
detected is over a threshold. II) Carrier Sense bases the C C A decision purely upon whether an 
802.11 signal is detected (i.e., successful detection of an 802.11 P H Y header). The carrier sensing 
discussed in this thesis assumes the support of mode II, and probably mode I, where the threshold 
in mode I is higher than that in mode II in general. According to mode II, since the medium is 
regarded as busy whenever the P H Y headers from other links are decodable, PE packets can be 
decoded if they are transmitted with the same rate as the P H Y headers. 
One may notice that there are potential collisions of broadcast PE packets with other packets, 
including regular packets, other PE packets, or non-802.11 sources. Since broadcast packets have 
no ACK, each PE packet may need to be transmitted several times (e.g., three times in our 
assumption) to make sure it is received by all the intended receivers. The reader is referred to 
Appendix III for the analysis that the communication cost of PE algorithms scales with node 
density in the network. 
Note that the distributed D A P C is robust in that even if all the three PE packets were missed 
by an intended receiver node, the node will simply assume the "worst-case" in which it is 
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assumed that the node whose PE packets have been missed continue to use the previous higher 
power. 
6.4 Deadlock Problem in DAPC 
In DAPC, every link adjusts its power while assuming the powers of neighboring links 
remain unchanged. In this case, they may run into a deadlock. An illustrating example is shown 
in Figure 6.1. In the figure, links 1 and 2 are of unit length. Suppose that all the nodes are 
currently using the same transmit powers. The nodes of links 1 and 2 do not interfere with each 
other according to inequalities (1) - (4), since they are separated by distance of K^ '^  units, which 
is just equal to the interference margin. 
^ _ ^ = ^ / Set of \ 
广 ( D ] ) ( TO ) / links interfered \ 
/ Set of \ V ^ V ^ by (r,，/?_’）that 
/ links interfered \ are us'ing'small , 
by ( r , , R；) that | 7 > J = 1 l \ powers J 
� a r e using small / 
命 痴 ^ 
Figure 6.1. Illustration of the deadlock problem of DAPC. 
However, if link 1 (link 2) adjusts its power down while link 2 (link 1) does not adjust its 
power, a new i-edge will be created from link 2 to link 1. Thus, according to DAPC, no power 
reductions will be allowed for links 1 and 2. 
On the other hand, if both links 1 and 2 adjust their powers down by the same amount, 
i-edges will not be created between them since the SIR remains the same. Reducing powers as 
such may be desirable because it may reduce the interferences of links 1 and 2 to other nearby 
links, leading to elimination of i-edges from links 1 and 2 to them. DAPC cannot achieve this, 
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and will be stuck in the suboptimal solution in which the powers of links 1 and 2 will remain 
high indefinitely. W e refer to this as the deadlock problem. 
Definition of Deadlock: An algorithm is said to run into a deadlock if: 
(1) no further power adjustment is possible according to the algorithm; 
(2) however, one can identify a set of links whose powers can be further adjusted down 
simultaneously without creating new i-edges while maintaining link connectivity and 
HN-free property. 
Note that part (2) of the above definition only requires that no new i-edges are created. In 
general, reducing powers may also eliminate some of the old i-edges, although this is not a 
requirement according to the definition. The idea is that we would like to use as small powers as 
possible. 
To reduce the likelihood of deadlock (or more specifically, to ensure that when deadlocks 
occur, the power levels are already low), we may perform Uniformly-Scaled Power Control 
(USPC), where we selects a common and uniform initial transmit power for all nodes that is 
sufficiently low before launching DAPC. Figure 6.2 shows the performance of D A P C and D A P C 
with pre-USPC. The reader is referred to Chapter 9 for the detailed simulation settings. For the 
case with pre-USPC, we set the initial transmit power so that the initial TxRange corresponds to 
half the diagonal of a square in the grid. 
W e see from the figure that D A P C with pre-USPC (DAPC-PU) can achieve a smaller 
number of attacking cases than D A P C alone. In particular, the performance of DAPC-PU is 
within 22% from the benchmark, which corresponds to the result of the minimum-transmit power 
approach, in which all nodes use just enough power to maintain its link connectivity. Note that 
the benchmark case is one in which there are the fewest numbers of tc- and rc-edges, but in 
which there may be excessive numbers of HN. 
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Figure 6.2. Simulation results of DAPC and DAPC-PU. 
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Chapter 7 Progressive-Uniformly-Scaled 
Power Control (PUSPC): Deadlock-free 
Design 
This chapter presents our second distributed adaptive power control algorithm, called 
Progressive-Uniformly-Scaled Power Control (PUSPC), which is deadlock-free. In Section 7.1, 
we present the details of the algorithm, followed by the proof of its deadlock-free property in 
Section 7.2. Section 7.3 considers deadlock-free resolution for D A P C by applying the concept of 
PUSPC. 
7.1 Algorithm of PUSPC 
In PUSPC, we divide the links into PowerControlSet and FinishedSet. Initially, all links are 
in the PowerControlSet and they will start with the same initial power. They then reduce their 
powers by a common quantized size in each iteration and the algorithm is synchronized. As time 
progresses, some links will be placed in the FinishedSet and their powers will not be further 
reduced while the links in PowerControlSet continue to reduce their powers in future iterations. 
At any one time, all links in PowerControlSet have the same uniform powers, while links in 
FinishedSet may have different powers. 
In each iteration, each node k whose link is in PowerControlSet can further reduce its power 
by the quantized size if three conditions below are satisfied: 
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(i) Its link will not be disconnected after power adjustment. 
(ii) No new i-edges will be formed from links in FinishedSet to its links after power adjustment. 
Note that no new i-edge will be formed among links in PowerControlSet since their powers 
are the same and adjusted by the same amount - i.e., there is no change in SIR. In addition, 
no new tc- or rc-edges will be created by reducing power. 
(iii)Its PCSRange is enough to cover interfering nodes after power adjustment. In this constraint, 
node k needs to check that the PCSRange is still sufficient to reach the nodes in interfering 
links. 
Note that (i), (ii) and (iii) are similar to steps 1, 2 and 3 in per-iteration power adjustment in 
DAPC, except that for (ii), we assume the other links in PowerControlSet adjust their powers by 
the same amount in the same iteration; whereas in step 2, we assume the other links will use the 
powers that they used in the previous iteration. Essentially for PUSPC, Nri and Nti in (13) and 
(14) should include only nodes whose links are in FinishedSet. 
In PUSPC, we can add one more bit in the PE packet called the "Set Index" to indicate 
whether a link is in PowerControlSet or FinishedSet, when a link goes into FinishedSet from 
PowerControlSet, it will declare to neighboring links by setting Set Index. Similar to DAPC, 
each node only needs to monitor the PE packets from neighboring nodes within its IntRange. 
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1 ： PUSPC executed by a node k in each ilciation. 
2: Scl ihc slop size lor power control and iniliai power level 
3: 5 = stepsize; 
4: initial power level; 
5: Bac.ktmck Algorithm (lo be discussed at the end of ibis section) 
6: if (the link of node k receives a FinishedSet declararion from link I and finds that it has over reduced its power) { 
7: raise transmit power of node k to an appropriate level such that no new i-edge is formed from link /; 
8: if (the link of node k is in PowerControlSet) 
9: move the link of node k to FinishedSet., 
10: } 
11: else if (link of node k in PowerControlSet) { 
12: \f{P,<=S) 
13: move link of node k to FinishedSef, 
14: else { 
15: Pd = Pd- S; " next power icvel 
16: (i) make sure ilie link of the node is not disconnected 
17: if (the link of node k disconnected if its transmit power is reduced to Pd){ 




22: for (each link I whose PE packets can reach node 
23: “ (i i) Make sure no new i-edge is Jormecl i.'rom link / to the link of node k 
24: if (a new i-edge is formed from link I to the link of node k if its transmit power is reduced to PJ) { 
25: move the link of node k to FinishedSef, 
26: break; 
27: } 
28: “ (iii) Make sure the PCSRange is enough to cover interfering nodes 
29: else if (there is an existing i-edge from link I to the link of node k, and the P H Y header of node k cannot reach link I if 
its transmit power is reduced to Pcj){ 





35: If (node k is not in FinishedSet) 
36: set transmit power of node k to Pd, 
37: } 
38:} 
Figure 7.1. Pseudo-code of PUSPC executed by a node k. 
The quantized step size for power reduction is a crucial factor that affects the efficiency and 
accuracy of PUSPC. It is a trivial fact that links can reach a smaller power level with a smaller 
step size or more iterations, and a larger number of attacking cases can be reduced. In our 
simulations, we considered two definitions for step size: (i) dB step size: we reduce the power by 
a constant amount (in unit of dB) in each iteration, (ii) carrier-sensing-area step size: we reduce 
the power in such a way that the area of the circle with radius PCSRange shrinks by a constant 
amount in each iteration. The details of (ii) are as follows: 
First, we decide the number of steps, K, we want to have. Then, we compute the power level 
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for each of the step: PK, PK-I, •.., Po, where PK > PK-J > ...〉PO. The initial power level P/^and 
the minimum power level Po are fixed. 
Now, PK defines a circle CK with radius equal to PCSRange(PK). Po defines another circle Co 
with radius equal to PCSRange{Po). Let A(CI) be the area of C/. W e want to ensure that A(CK)-
A{CK-I) = A(CK-J) - A(CK-2)=…=A(CJ) - A(CO). Thus, the area to reduce in each step is [A(C/：)-
A(CO)] / K. W e have 
A(Cd = A(CK) - {K - 0 [A(CK) - A(Co)] / K (21) 
Now, RxthPCS =kPi/PCSRange(Pi)where A: is a constant. So, we have 
A(Q) = TT PCSRange(Pif =Tr(k P, / Rx/^Y"" (22) 
Substituting (22) into (21), we have 
OP/产=(Pid 加-[{PK?^ - i) / K 
Pi = i / K + (Po)加(1 - / / A：)广2 (23) 
Another consideration is that in the first iteration, we may reduce the power of every node by 
a larger amount to the power level Pk as long as PCSRange{PK) > (3 +Zl) dmax [6] can still be 
satisfied. In other words, if dmax, the maximum link distance in the network, is known, then the 
power control algorithm could begin with a smaller PK. The fast drop at the beginning of the case 
with carrier-sensing-area step size in Figure 7.2 is due to this first iteration adjustment. 
The intuition of shrinking the circle defined by the PCSRange by a constant amount in each 
step is to ensure that the number of nodes that we consider in each step (or covered by the 
PCSRange) decreases at a constant rate, since the average number of nodes in an area A is p*J， 
where p is the node density. 
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Figure 7.2. PUSPC with dB and carrier-sensing-area step sizes. 
The simulation results of PUSPC with the dB step size (with a step size of IdB) and the 
carrier-sensing-area step size (with the number of steps, K = 50) are shown in Figure 7.2. W e can 
see that the case with dB step size reduces attacking cases in the network at a faster rate at the 
beginning, while with carrier-sensing-area step size almost reduces attacking cases linearly. 
Finally, both approaches end with similar number of attacking cases. 
Backtrack Algorithm 
In each iteration, there is a set of links that will be put into FinishedSet, and some of them are 
interrelated due to potential i-edges (constraint (ii) of PUSPC). For example, in Figure 7.3, links 
1, 2 and 3 are using power Pi. Link 1 cannot further adjust down its power and is put into 
FinishedSet in iteration i. In principle, this should cause links 2 and 3 go to FinishedSet in the 
same iteration due to the potential i-edges from link 1 to link 2 and from link 2 to link 3, 
respectively. 
However, in distributed implementation of the algorithm, the fact that link 1 did not adjust its 
power in iteration i and went into FinishedSet instead did not get conveyed immediately to links 
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2 and 3. Therefore, in iteration i, link 2 may decide to adjust down its power assuming link 1 
adjusts down its power at the same time; similarly, link 3 may decide to adjust its power down 
assuming link 2 adjusts down its power. As a result, links 2 and 3 over reduce their powers. The 
result of this over-reduction is that there is now an i-edge from link 1 to link 2 where it did not 
exist before. 
Link 1 sends Declaration from Link 2 sends 
declaration link 1 reached link 2 declaration Link 3 is going to 
^ — \ ^ • next power step 
zTV^Vl^ / z ^ 
iteration r. P丨(Finished) P, (Finished) P. 
Declaration from Link 3 finds it Link 3 backtracks Link 3 sends 
link 2 reached link 3 has wrongly k to its required declaration 
A / K - ^ ^ r e d u c e d k s power A 而 邮 八 广 
iteration ;+ l : P, (Finished) P, (Finished) P^ - S iteration M : P . (Finished) P, (Finished) P. (Finished) 
Figure 7.3. An example of the backtrack algorithm. 
To remedy this defect, we need a backtrack algorithm that allows nodes to raise their powers 
to undo the over-reduction. To do so, each node monitors the PE packets in its neighborhood for 
FinishedSet declarations (i.e., for a change of the Set Index from 0 to 1). Whenever the Set Index 
in a PE packet is 1, the node will check to see if the transmit power currently used by the node 
sending out the PE packet (recall that the transmit power is encoded in the PE packet itself) is the 
same as transmit power that it is assuming the node to be using. If the transmit power encoded in 
the PE packet is higher, then there is a chance that the node may have over-reduced its power. 
The node has over-reduced its power if based on the new transmit power, there is now an i-edge 
to its link which did not exist before. It will then need to raise its power back to a level to undo 
the new i-edge. After that the link will be put itself into the FinishedSet and it will send out its 
own declaration. 
For illustration of the procedure for undoing power over-reduction, refer to the example in 
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Figure 7.3 again. In this example, link 2 receives a PE packet (declaration) from link 1 within 
iteration i and before iteration (i + 1). Upon checking this, it stops further reducing its power and 
go into FinishedSet. However, let us assume link 2 broadcasts its PE packets (declarations) only 
after iteration (i + 1). In this case, link 3 goes to next power step (Pi - S) mistakenly in iteration (i 
+ 1). After iteration (z + 1) and before iteration (i + 2), link 3 receives the PE packet from link 2 
and finds that it has over reduced its power, it will then perform the backtrack algorithm, which 
will undo the previous mistake by raising the transmit power back to the power step Pi, where no 
new i-edge is formed from link 2. The pseudo-code of PUSPC executed by a node k is given in 
Figure 7.1. 
Note that even for the links in FinishedSet, they also need to monitor the declarations from 
other links in the FinishedSet continuously. With respect to Figure 7.3, although it is only shown 
that link 3 over-reduces its transmit power with respect to the chain of events triggered by link 1, 
in principle, there could be another chain involving another “source” link many more hops away. 
Link 3 may realize that it has over-reduced its power with respect to that chain by an even bigger 
margin later. Having link 3 monitors the declarations continuously makes sure that sooner or later 
link 3 will discover all over-reductions and make amendment accordingly. In general, for a link 
that receives a declaration (with transmit power change) triggered by a link that is h hops away, 
with m PE packets per iteration, it needs to raise its power by roughly (/? / m) * S, where S is the 
step size. Note also that the backtrack algorithm will not cause oscillations in powers of links, 
since once a link has performed backtrack, it will not further reduce its power. 
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7.2 Deadlock-free property of PUSPC 
W e now prove that PUSPC is deadlock-free. As the power of nodes in PowerControlSet is 
adjusted down in successive iterations, there comes an iteration when the power of a “critical” 
link cannot be adjusted further, and this critical link will then be placed in the FinishedSet. There 
are two possible reasons why the power of the critical link cannot be adjusted further: 
(1) Reducing the power further may cause either the critical link to be disconnected, or may 
cause its carrier-sensing range to fail to cover an interfering link from FinishedSet for 
HN-free operation. 
(ii) Reducing the power further may create new i-edges from some link in FinishedSet to the 
critical link. 
Note that (i) is not a cause of deadlock, because the power of the critical link cannot be adjusted 
down if the link connectivity and HN-free requirements are to be preserved, (see definition of 
deadlock condition (2) in Section 6.4). That leaves us to prove that (ii) will not cause deadlock 
either. Since we are using quantized step size here, we redefine part of the definition of deadlock 
(2) in Section 6.4 to “(2) however, one can identify a set of links whose powers can be further 
adjusted down by the quantized step size, S, simultaneously without creating new i-edges while 
maintaining link connectivity and HN-free property." With this modification of deadlock 
definition, we have the following proposition: 
Proposition 1: 
There is no deadlock in the solution produced by PUSPC. 
Proof: Consider a link, say link 1，in PowerControlSet. Suppose that in the current iteration, link 
1 is the “critical，’ link that would violate constraint (ii) if its power were reduced further, and that 
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there would be a new i-edge formed from link 2 in FinishedSet to link 1. In PUSPC, Link 1 will 
be moved to FinishedSet, and the power adjustment will be the power level just above the critical 
power adjustment. W e show that deadlock involving link 1 and other links in FinishedSet is not 
possible at the end of this iteration. By induction, after the last iteration when all links have been 
added to FinishedSet, there will be no deadlocks in the overall network. 
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Figure 7.4. Graphical illustration of deadlock-free in PUSPC. 
Suppose we assume on the contrary that there is deadlock involving link 1 and some other 
links in FinishedSet. That means it is possible to adjust the power of link 1 plus the power of 
some other links in FinishedSet without creating new i-edges. Say, the additional power 
adjustment is 5p> S. If the power of link 1 is reduced by this amount, the power of link 2 should 
also be reduced by the same amount to maintain the same SIR so that no new i-edge is formed 
from link 2 to link 1. By the same token, if the power of link 2 is reduced by Sp, the power of 
another link, say link 3, must also be adjusted since link 2 was a critical link in a previous 
iteration. Continuing this argument allows us to identify a set of links - linkl, link 2, ..link n — 
whose powers must be adjusted down together, or else new i-edges may be formed. At some 
point, we will find a link, say link n, whose power cannot be adjusted down because of (i) rather 
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than (ii) - in the “worst case", all links in FinishedSet are identified; however, the first link 
included in FinishedSet in the first iteration is always due to (i). A graphical illustration is shown 
in Figure 7.4，where the black triangle represents the link whose power cannot be adjusted 
because of (i). Certainly, it is not possible to adjust the power of link n by dp. W e have thus 
shown that it is not possible to simultaneously adjust the powers of links 1, 2，...，n 
simultaneously without creating an i-edge while maintaining link connectivity and HN-free 
property. 
7.3 Deadlock Resolution of DAPC using PUSPC 
As discussed in Chapter 6, D A P C is not deadlock-free. Some nodes may reach a deadlock 
and remain at a high power level. As a result, some reducible tc- and rc-edges become irreducible. 
Although DAPC-PU discussed in Section 6.4 can achieve a smaller number of attacking cases, it 
is not deadlock-free. Also, it may be inconvenient to have to conduct the pre-USPC phase, since 
an implicit assumption is that we can find a "low" common initial power that all nodes can adopt. 
For deadlock-free designs, an alternative to PUSPC in the previous subsection is to modify 
D A P C to eliminate deadlocks. A two-step approach which consists of D A P C followed by 
PUSPC for deadlock resolution can be used: 
1) Execute DAPC and identify the links that have reached their maximum reducible powers: After 
the D A P C algorithm, we want to execute PUSPC next. Let us put all links in FinishedSet first 
and then identify a set of links in FinishedSet that can be moved back to PowerControlSet for 
further power reduction. There is a subset of links in FinishedSet whose powers cannot be 
reduced further because of condition (i) in Section 12. For illustration, these links are 
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represented by black triangles in Figure 7.5. There are also other links represented by white 
triangles in Figure 7.5. These links cannot reduce their powers because of (ii) in Section 7.2. So, 
we may form many “trees，，. Some trees have black triangles as roots and some not. The links in 
those trees with black roots cannot reduce their powers further (see proof of Proposition 1). 
^ V ^ l I 
^ ^ ^ ^ Links that cannot reduce 
jV powers because of (i) 
^ A potential i-edge that prohibit 
further power reduction 
Figure 7.5. Graphical illustration of trees formed from links that have reached their maximum reducible powers. 
2) Perform PUSPC on trees with no black triangles: The links in trees with black triangles 
remain in the FinishedSet. The remaining links (links 7, 8, 9 and 10 in the example in Figure 7.5) 
are put into PowerControlSet. Links in PowerControlSet are actually deadlock-causing links in 
DAPC. Their powers can be reduced together to break the deadlocks. With these two sets, we 
may then perform PUSPC as described in previous subsection. Note that unlike in the original 
PUSPC, where all nodes in PowerControlSet have the same power, in the post-DAPC PUSPC 
here, the nodes in PowerControlSet may have different powers. However, this does not cause any 
problems if we reduce the power using dB step size, so that SIRs among nodes in 
PowerControlSet remain the same if their powers are adjusted by the same dB amount. 
Figure 7.6 shows the performance of D A P C with this Deadlock Resolution (DAPC-DR) and 
the original PUSPC in the previous section, both at a step size of IdB. In the figure, the second 
portion of the curve for D A P C shows the performance of the deadlock resolution. Originally, 
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D A P C stops with 2521 attacking cases, the deadlock resolution further pulls down the number of 
attacking cases to 2233. Although in this simulation setting, the number of attacking cases 
reduced by deadlock resolution is not large, it is still important to have it to guarantee the 
performance of DAPC. In other settings, there could be two links that hold on to large transmit 
powers because of deadlock. Such links with large powers will cause a large number of tc- and 
rc-edges in their neighborhood, resulting in unacceptable performance at portions of the network 
within their vicinities. 
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Figure 7.6. Simulation results of PUSPC and DAPC-DR. 
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Chapter 8 Incremental Power Adaptation 
W e present our third distributed adaptive power control algorithm in this chapter. The 
distributed adaptive power control algorithms: D A P C and PUSPC introduced in previous 
chapters assume that we reduce powers of links from a maximum common power level. In 
practice, one may be faced with situations in which the network topology changes incrementally. 
It will be interesting to study how to adapt the power incrementally rather than resetting the 
power level and adjust from a maximum common power level. In this chapter, we introduce a 
power adaptation algorithm that adjusts power levels of links from one topology to another while 
maintaining a HN-free environment. It involves both power reductions and power increases. 
8.1 Incremental Power Adaptation (IPA) 
IPA consists of a number of synchronized iterations. In each iteration, the power level of a 
link can be raised, reduced by one step or remain unchanged depending on the power levels of its 
neighboring links. And links exchange their power information through the PE Algorithm 
discussed in Chapter 5. The step size used is in terms of dB, which means that the power level is 
either scaled up or down by a common factor upon a change in an iteration. 
The gist of our incremental power adaptation (IPA) algorithm is as follows. In each iteration, 
a link may decide to raise, reduce or maintain its power level based on the following 
considerations: 
1. RAISE: It raises power by a step size when the current power level is not sufficient to 
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maintain the connectivity of the link, or the associated PCSRange cannot reach certain interfering 
nodes. 
2. REDUCE: It reduces power by a step size if the new lowered power level can still maintain 
the link connectivity, the associated PCSRange can still reach all interfering nodes, and new 
i-edges from other links will not be created, assuming other links use the same power levels at 
the end of the previous iteration (i.e., the power levels as gathered using the PE algorithm after 
the end of the previous iteration). 
3. STATIONARY: If neither 1 (RAISE) nor 2 (REDUCE) is satisfied, the link will remain at its 
current power level. 
W e will now map the above into a set of mathematical conditions. Let us consider an 
arbitrary link i with power level Pi (where both the transmitter and receiver use the same power 
level), and let S be the step size (in dB). W e define the following boolean expressions that will be 
further used in our algorithm specification later: 
l\\kP,l\Ti-Rif'<Rxth 
(Physical Meaning: Current power level cannot maintain link connectivity. If II is satisfied, link i 
should raise its power.) 
12: k Pi! \Ti - mf^ < RxthPCS, for some meMn, where Mn is the set of transmitters whose links have 
an s-edge to link i, and vice versa, at the current power level. 
(Physical Meaning: the PCSRange of the link at current power level fails to cover certain 
interfering nodes. If 12 is satisfied, link i should raise its power.) 
(Physical Meaning: If node i reduces its power by one step in this iteration to ICT没川the 
reduced power level can still maintain link connectivity. 13 is one of the necessary conditions for 
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link i to reduce its power.) 
1 4 : k (icr^zio户/ ir,- m广〉RxthPCS, for all m e M t ? 
(Physical Meanings: If node i reduces its power by one step in this iteration to lO.^ z^iOp., the new 
PCSRange can still cover all interfering nodes. 14 is one of the necessary conditions for link i to 
reduce its power.) 
Let Nn and NRI be respectively the sets of nearby nodes that are not currently interfering 
with Ti and Ri’ but which may potentially do so if the powers of 7] and Ri are reduced too 
aggressive. Specifically, 
(i) n e Nji if and only if P{n, Ti) > Rxth 丨 K 
(ii) n G NRI if and only if P{n, Ri) > Rxth / K 
Note that in the above, if P{n, Tj) < Rxth / K, then n cannot possibly interfere with reception of 
A C K at Ti because the power level from Ri to 7) is at least Rxth. 
15: ( 1 V O /\Ti - K {Pown) l\n - Rif", for all we TV/?/ and 
(ICr^ziOp,) -凡广〉K {Pown) l\n - rf, for all neNn 
where PoWn, the "predicted" power level of link n, is defined with respect to the current power 
level Pn of node n as follows: 
if (the link of node n reduced its power in the previous iteration), then 
P 0 W n = Pn； 
else 
PoWn = Pn ； 
(Physical Meanings: If node i reduces its power by one step in this iteration to no new 
i-edge will be formed from the neighboring links based on the predicted power PoWn that these 
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links would use at the end of this iteration. If link n reduced power in previous iteration, link i 
predicts that link n would again reduce in current iteration; otherwise, it assumes link n would 
maintain the same power level. The reason for using PoWn rather than Pn in the above 
relationship is to reduce the effect of deadlock in the network. Recall that the deadlock problem 
discussed in Chapter 6 may occur if neighboring links assume each other would maintain their 
current power levels and as a result none of them would reduce their powers. 15 is one of the 
necessary conditions for link i to reduce its power.) 
W e can now map II to 15 to the three possible operations (raise, reduce or stationary) in 
each iteration in IPA: 
if (II or 12) then Pi = 10肩/^/ ； (comment: power is raised) 
else if (13 and 14 and 15) then Pi = 10-綱户/ ； (comment: power is lowered) 
(comment: otherwise, the same power level is maintained.) 
8.2 Maximum Allowable Power in IPA 
IPA is a power control algorithm that tries to maintain link connectivity and guarantee 
HN-free operation in the network. Specifically, in IPA, a link i will raise its power when II or 12 
is satisfied (i.e., when link connectivity or HN-free operation is compromised). In this section, 
we show by a counter example that it is necessary to introduce a maximum allowable power, Pmax 
in IPA to upper-bound the algorithm. The main factor that gives rise to the maximum allowable 
power is the HN-elimination mechanism in IPA. 
Let Ppcs{r) = (Rxth^^^/k) {rf be the required power for achieving a PCSRange of r meters, 
and PTx{r) = (Rxth/k) (r广 be the required power for a transmission range of r meters. 
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According to [6], PCSRange needs not be more than S.lSdmax for HN-free operation in 
non-power-controlled networks (i.e., networks in which all links use a common power level). 
This result implies that the powers of links in a power-controlled network also do not need to go 
beyond PpcsiX冗 dmax) for HN-free operation. This is because in the worst case, if every link 
uses /Vcs(3.78 dmax), HN-free operation is guaranteed. Moreover, at P_x = PpcsO-^^dmax), the 
link connectivity is preserved, since in general, Prxidmax) < Ppcsi?.冗dmax) for normal settings of 
the thresholds Rxth and Rxth . For example, in the default settings in NS-2, Rxth = 3.652e-7mW 
and Rxth = 1.559e-8mW. Therefore, we should strive for a solution in IPA that is 
lower-bounded by minimum transmit powers, while upper-bounded by Ppcw(3.78</贿). 
In IPA as stated previously, links may raise their powers beyond Ppcs(U込dmax) in some 
special cases even though every link has power no more than PpcsO•冗dmax) initially. Consider 
an example with links i and j in Figure 8.1. 
© K^) © ^ © 
75m 180m 50m 
• 
Figure 8.1. An example showing the necessity of introducing a maximum allowable power in IPA. 
Let Vi and rj be respectively the link lengths of links i and j, and dij = min{|r/- 7}|, \Ti- Rj\, 
-7}|, be the shortest distance between nodes of links i and j. 
As shown in Figure 8.1, r,二 75m, rj= 50m, and 180m. 
In this example, d醒=r/= 75m, 2).l%dmax — 283.5m < 305m = \Ti - 7}. 
Assume火=lOdB, a= A, k= 5, Rxth = 3.652e-7mW andRx/cs = L559e-8mW. 
Suppose link j is using the maximum allowable power, Pj = Ppcsi}-^^dmax) = 20.14mW, and link i 
is using its minimum transmit power, Pi = /Vx(厂/) 二 2.3 ImW. 
W e have K Pj / dif = 1.92e-10 > 7.3e-ll = P// r 广，which means that link j interferes with link i. 
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However, the PCSRange of link j cannot cover the transmitter of link i at ？匪,since ？>.lMmax < 
Ti - Tj\ in this example. Therefore, link j will raise its power beyond PpcsO-lMmax) according to 
the algorithm of IPA, which is undesirable. 
Based on the above observation, we should therefore introduce the upper bound, Pmax 二 
PpcsO.l名dfnax) in the algorithm of IPA as a safety measure, although in our simulations we 
seldom encounter these special cases. Specifically, we should modify the pseudo-code of IPA at 
the end of Section 8.1 to: 
Pseudo-code of IPA 
if (II or 12) then {if (10义lOp, < Pmax) then Pi = ICfiOp/;} (comment: power is raised) 
else if (13 and 14 and 15) then Pi = ICT卵/^ z ； (comment: power is lowered) 
(comment: otherwise, the same power level is maintained.) 
W e now look at some simulation results of IPA regarding the eventual powers adopted by 
the links after the algorithm is run. Figure 8.2 shows the power distributions of 100 links after 
IPA is performed (blue line) in four different topologies, we start the simulations at power levels 
below Ppcs{^.lMmax)' The maximum allowable power (black line) and the minimum transmit 
powers (red line) are also plotted as references. Note that PpcsO-lSdmax) varies from topology to 
topology since different topologies have different maximum link lengths. W e can see from the 
figure that the adapted powers of links are far below PpcsO.彻max) (about 9dB lower), while 
every link is connected and there is no H N in the network. It appears to be that IPA is effective in 
saving power in addition to improving network capacity. 
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Figure 8.2. Power distributions of links after IPA is performed in four different topologies. 
8.3 Numerical Results of IPA 
In this section, we show the simulation results of EPA with the topology changes 
incrementally and compare the performance of IPA with PUSPC. In our simulations, we first 
adjust the power of a 5x5-grid-infrastructure topology (clients-to-APs ratio 二 4:1) from the 
maximum common power (281.8mW) or minimum transmit powers. Then, we randomly change 
the positions of client nodes within the grids, and incrementally adjust their powers again from 
their previously adapted powers. 
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The motion model adopted by client nodes is a Brownian-like Motion. In every movement, 
the client node remains stationary on the x-axis, moves to the right by Ax and moves to the left 
by Ax with the probabilities Px,Px+i andpx.j respectively. Similarly, it remains stationary on the 
y-axis, moves upward by Ay and moves downward by Ay with the probabilities py, py+i and py.i 
respectively. However, at this point, we assume the client will not move out the grid. Thus, if the 
client is moving out at the right, left, top and bottom boundaries of the grid, px+i, Px-i, Py+i and 
Py-] will become zero respectively. For the details of the motion model used in our simulations, 
please refer to Figure 8.3. 
Assume the area of the grid is a x a m^ (0,a) top {a,a) 
x-axis: 少-axis: y • 
八 = 0 . 6 Py=0.6 c l i e n t ^ 
' 0 if x^-Ax>a [ 0 if y-\-Ay>a ^^^^ 八？ right 
= 0.4 if x-Ax<0 py^, = 0.4 if y-Ay<Q ‘ • \ 
0.2 otherwise [ 0.2 otherwise ^ ^ 
0.4 if x + Ax> a fO.4 if y A y > a 
p, . = < 0 if x-Zbc < 0 凡 0 if y-Ay <0 — 
厂义-1 ] " 厂 1 7 (0,0) bottom ( “ ’ • ) 
0.2 otherwise [ 0.2 otherwise 
Figure 8.3. Motion model for client nodes. 
In our simulations, the step size is IdB, we set Ax =Ay = Im, and a 二 200m. Figure 8.4 
and Figure 8.5 show the numbers of attacking cases in the network for power adaptations from 
topology 1 to (a) topology 2 (10 random motion steps away from topology 1); (b) topology 3 
(100 random motion steps away from topology 1); and (c) topology 4 (1000 random motion steps 
away from topology 1)，where the initial link powers are all set to the maximum common power 
and minimum transmit powers respectively. 
In Figure 8.4, the solid line shows IPA converges after 25 iterations for topology 1. At the 
40th iteration, the topology is changed based on the random movements of client nodes, and we 
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perform IPA again to adapt power to the new topology. The dashed line shows the convergence 
of the new topology if we adapt power directly from the maximum common power as a 
benchmark. In all three cases, we can see that the power adaptation from topology 1 to the new 
topology (solid line) converges with less number of attacking cases (including i-edges, tc- and 
rc-edges) than the benchmark. 
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Other than starting from the maximum common power, we can also start IPA from 
minimum transmit powers, that is, every link uses its minimum transmit power that guarantees 
link connectivity initially. In Figure 8.5，the solid line shows IPA converges after 15 iterations for 
topology 1. After that, the topology is changed, and we perform IPA again to adapt power to the 
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new topology. The dashed line shows the convergence of the new topology if we adapt power 
directly from minimum transmit powers as a benchmark. It appears that the power adaptation 
from topology 1 to the new topology (solid line) converges with more number of attacking cases 
than the benchmark this time, but in general, the number of attacking cases of IPA starting from 
minimum transmit powers is less than that from the maximum common power. 
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I The total network capacities of the above different topologies simulated in NS-2 are 
shown in Figure 8.6. The reader is referred to Chapter 9 for the detailed simulation setup in NS-2. 
In Figure 8.6，we compare the overall throughputs of i) IPA starting from the maximum common 
power (IPA-max); ii) IPA starting from minimum transmit powers (IPA-min); and iii) PUSPC. 
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W e can see from the figure that IPA-max has a lower total network capacity than PUSPC, which 
could be due to the presence of deadlocks when we adjust power down from the maximum 
power level, but it can still achieve about 84% of the total throughput of PUSPC. While for 
IPA-min, it outperforms IPA-max and even PUSPC (about 5% better) in terms of the total 
throughput. It may be due to the reason that deadlocks are less probable to occur when we start 
adjusting power from the minimum. 
However, the results in Figure 8.6 do not consider the incremental topology changes as time 
evolves. W e will next show results indicating that the network capacities of IPA-max and 
IPA-min converge after many incremental topology changes. 
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Figure 8.6. Total network capacities of IPA-max, IPA-min and PUSPC in different topologies. 
Continuous Incremental Power Adaptation 
The major advantage of IPA compared with DAPC and PUSPC is that the algorithm is 
adaptable to topology changes, we do not need to reset the powers in a drastic manner for 
incremental movements of nodes. In practice, we can run IPA at synchronized time instances to 
update the power incrementally in a mobile network. For example in Figure 8.7, we continually 
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adapt power to the changing topology with a) IPA-max and b) IPA-min. The jitters appeared in 
the figures correspond to topology changes, and every topology change corresponds to 1000 
random motion steps of every client node in the network. We can observe that the algorithm can 
converge within a small number of iterations (< 20) even for such a large number of random 
movements. 
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Figure 8.7. Continuous incremental power adaptations with a) IPA-max; and b) IPA-min. 
We can map Figures 8.7a and b to a plot of the numbers of attacking cases in different 
topologies in Figure 8.8a. We can see that after a number of topology changes and power 
adaptations (e.g., after topology 10), IPA-max and IPA-min tend to have similar numbers of 
attacking cases. 
Let CiPA-max{i) and CjPA-min(i) be respectively the network capacities of IPA-max and IPA-min 
in topology i, and AC{i) = Cm-nmx(i) - Cm-minO) be the capacity difference of IPA-max and 
IPA-min in topology L In Figure 8.8b, we plot the total network capacities of IPA-max and 
IPA-min in different topologies from topology 10 to topology 15, the network capacity of PUSPC 
is also plotted as a benchmark. From the figure, we can observe that in addition to the numbers of 
I 
！ 7 6 
attacking cases, the network capacities of IPA-max and IPA-min also have similar values. 
According to our simulation results, it appears to be that — Z AC{i)«0 when N is large. 
N i=\ 
Therefore, the initial power assignment is not important in IPA, it does not matter whether we 
start EPA from the maximum common power or minimum transmit powers for a large number of 
topology changes and power adaptations. 
As a result, using the NS-2 simulation results (in Figure 8.6 and Figure 8.8b) as benchmarks, 
we may say that in short term, IPA-max can achieve 84% of the network capacity of PUSPC, and 
IPA-min is 5% better than PUSPC. While in long term, IPA can achieve 95% of the network 
capacity of PUSPC. 
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Figure 8.8. a) Numbers of attacking cases; and b) overall network capacities in different topologies of IPA-max and IPA-min. 
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Chapter 9 Numerical Results and the 
Trade-off between EN and HN 
In our simulations, we use a grid topology in a 1x1 km^ domain. Each square in the grid 
contains an AP at the center. There are 25 APs, and 100 client stations placed randomly in the 
whole domain. Each client is connected to its closest AP. The initial transmit power of all nodes 
is 281.8mW or 232mW. W e simulated the network in basic mode with the initial PCSRange > 
3.78 X TxRange, and Receiver Restart (RS) Mode is turned on. This setting guarantees that the 
initial network is HN-free. 
The network capacities in Table 9.1 are obtained by simulations in NS-2. A U D P link is 
established from each client to its associated AP. Data rate of 11 Mbps, and packet size of 1460 
bytes are assumed. Table 9.1 summarizes the overall simulation results of the ordinary 
non-power-controlled 802.11 (with a constant power level of 281.8mW or 232mW, where 
232mW is the minimum transmit power for guaranteeing the HN-free property in the network), 
minimum-transmit-power approach (min-pow), DAPC-DR (with IdB step size), PUSPC (area 
approach with K = 50) and IPA-min (with IdB step size). 
W e can see from the table that although the minimum-transmit-power approach gives us the 
smallest number of attacking cases, it creates more H N instances in the network, which initially 
does not exist. Moreover, PUSPC and IPA can achieve higher total network capacity than the 
minimum-transmit-power approach with no H N being created. In general, DAPC-DR, PUSPC 
and EPA can achieve at least two times more capacity than the ordinary non-power-controlled 
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802.11 network while guaranteeing that no H N is created in the process. 
Table 9.1. Comparison of DAPC-DR, PUSPC and IPA with the minimum-transmit-power approach and ordinary 
non-power-controlled 802.11. 
802.11 with RS M i n - p o w D A P C - D R P U S P C IPA-min 
Mode (HN-free) (step size: (K = 50) (step size: 
281.8mW 232mW IdB) IdB) 
# attacking cases 5879 5 5 2 1 — 1406 2233 2335 “ 2138 — 
^ T o t a l Network Capacity 19.69 21.76 46.63 45.09 49.00 52.04 
(NS-2) (Mbps) 
# HN-causing edges 一 0 — 0 386 “ 0 0 0 
Miss Ratio (%) 0 0 — 45.31 0 — 0 _ 0 _ 
# EN-causing edges 4428 4 0 7 0一 80 1178 — 977 “ 885 — 
False-alarm Ratio (%) 519.72 477.70 9.39 198.99 129.58 “ 132.09 
Jam's Fairness Index 0.4 0.4 0.3 0.41 0.39 0.37 
To demonstrate that unfair bandwidth distribution among links can be caused by the 
presence of HN, we employ the Jain's Fairness Index [10] to measure the fairness of the 
networks. In Table 9.1, we can see that the Jain's Fairness Index for DAPC-DR, PUSPC and IPA 
are at least 23% larger than that of min-pow, which shows that our distributed adaptive power 
control algorithms in general can achieve fairer network bandwidth distribution among links than 
min-pow, thanks to the elimination of HN. 
Table 9.2. Total network capacities of PUSPC, minimum-transmit-power approach and ordinary 
non-power-controlled 802.11 with different node densities in the network 
Clients : APs 2 : 1 4 : 1 8 : 1 — 
Ordinary 802.11 (281.8mW) (Mbps) 22.74 19.69 15.75 
PUSPC (Mbps) — 48.48 “ 49.00 一 39.90 
Min-pow (Mbps) 51.21 46.63 26.64 
Table 9.2 shows the total network capacity of the three cases when the density of nodes 
increases from two clients per AP (50 clients and 25 APs) to eight clients per AP (200 clients and 
25 APs). W e observe that the total throughput of the network with PUSPC can be maintained at 
more than two times that achieved by the ordinary non-power-controlled 802.11 network when 
the node density increases. The minimum-transmit power approach has better improvement when 
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the node density is low. However, the improvement diminishes quickly when the node density 
increases, due to the higher degree of HN. 
Trade-off between EN and HN 
W e have so far focused on elimination of H N entirely in the network. The HN-free 
algorithms we have considered, however, are actually amenable to modifications that aim to 
decrease E N at the cost of some HN. Figure 9.1a shows the variation in network capacity with 
the trade-off between H N and E N of the network with the client-AP ratio = 4:1. The settings 
considered include 1) a hidden-node free network without power control at the constant power 
level of 281.8mW; 2) a hidden-node free network with PUSPC; 3) a range of networks with 
constraint (iii) of PUSPC relaxed to allow progressively increasing number of HN-causing edges; 
and 4) the minimum-transmit-power approach. 
The relaxation in 3) above is achieved by means of disregarding the coverage requirement of 
PCSRange. More specifically, we allow inequality (18) to be violated for a maximum of d times 
for each link. Thus, we can tune the degree of H N in the network by tuning d. Each time (18) is 
violated, the # HN-causing edges increases while the # EN-causing edges may decrease. As d 
increases, the curve asymptotically approaches the case with minimum-transmit powers. As a 
reference, we also plotted the throughput of the minimum-transmit-power approach as the last 
point of the curve. 
In order to have a quantitative comparison of fairness in different schemes, we employ the 
Jain's Fairness Index [10] again to measure the fairness of the networks with different degrees of 
HN. W e can map the plot in Figure 9.1a point-by-point to a Jain's Fairness Index versus total 
network capacity plot, as shown in Figure 9.1b. 
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Figure 9.1. Total network capacity and fairness with the trade-off between HN and EN from HN-free scenario to the 
minimum-transmit-power approach. 
To compare the performance based on the plot in Figure 9.1b, let us define a two-dimensional 
metric called Effectiveness. Let p{Si) and J(Si) denote the total throughput and Jain's Fairness 
Index of solution i respectively. The effectiveness of solution i is denoted by E{Si) = [p(X)， 
W e say that E{Sj) > EiSi) if and only if (i) [p(乂）> and J{Si) > or (ii) [p(Sj) > p(划 
and J(Sj) = J(S2)]； or (iii) [p{Sj) 二 p(幼 and J(Sj) > /(幼]. 
From Figures 9.1a and b, we observe that for the solid-line part of the curve the total network 
capacity increases while Jain's Fairness Index decreases, validating the trade-off between 
throughput and fairness. The solid-line part corresponds to a Pareto efficiency frontier [11], 
where the throughput cannot be improved without sacrificing fairness. In this "trade-off region, 
we cannot definitely say one solution is more effective than another. The design decision is pretty 
much an exercise in finding the right balance between throughput and fairness, the trade-off of 
which is caused by the trade-off of the degrees of E N and H N in the network. 
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With reference to Figures 9.1a and b again, note that there is a turning point beyond which 
further increasing HN, although can reduce EN, actually causes the network capacity to go down. 
This corresponds to the dotted-line part of the curve. The reason that the throughput drops in this 
region could be that when there are too many hidden nodes in the network, the carrier-sensing 
mechanism fails to prevent a large number of collisions. In the extreme that the network operates 
without carrier sensing, we are essentially left with an Aloha network, whose throughput is well 
known to be quite a bit lower than a network with carrier sensing in an analysis in which 
spectrum spatial re-use is not considered. 
The dotted-line part of the curve is not Pareto efficient: effectiveness E decreases throughout 
this region, with E{Smin-pow) being the smallest. It is not desirable to operate in this region, 
because for each operating point p in this region, we can always find another operating point p ‘ 
with E(p') > E(p). For example, for the point S3 in Figure 9.1b, both Si and S2 are such that 
E{Si) > EiSs) and £(^2) > £'(^ 3). 
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Chapter 10 Conclusion 
This thesis attempts to 1) investigate the scalability of network capacities of 802.11 and SDN 
wireless networks with power control, and 2) study distributed adaptive power control algorithms 
that judiciously consider both the scalability of network capacity (which is related to exposed 
nodes) and fairness (which is related to hidden nodes) in the algorithmic design. 
For 1), we have investigated the capacities of 802.11 and SDN wireless networks with power 
control. In particular, we have considered strategies for transmit power control in which 1) the 
transmit powers of all nodes are uniformly scaled down by the same amount as node density 
increases; and 2) the transmit powers of different nodes are scaled down by different amounts in 
accordance to its interference relationships with surrounding nodes. W e refer to the former as 
Uniformly-Scaled Power Control (USPC) and the latter as Adaptive Power Control (APC). 
Overall, the main contributions are three-folded: 
1. W e have provided an analytical framework for the systematic study of the APC scheme. 
2. W e have demonstrated that 802.11 networks are scalable with USPC and APC. 
3. However, SDN can achieve substantially higher capacity with APC; in particular, it has been 
shown that APC allows SDN to achieve capacity within 75% of the theoretical optimal 
capacity of infrastructure-mode wireless networks. 
Our work points out that although power control can solve the scalability problem, different 
scalable networks may have different "degrees" of scalability. Although two schemes may both 
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have network capacities that scale linearly with the number of APs, the "slope" of the linear 
curve may be different. 
The ratio of the slope of the curve to the slope of the optimal curve gives the degree of 
optimality, wherein the optimal normalized capacity is defined to be the number of APs. Thus, 
using the NS-2 simulation results as benchmarks, we may say that 802.11 with USPC is 25% 
scalable, with APC is 30% scalable, while SDN with APC is 76% scalable. This scalability 
measure may serve as a metric for future studies of other network variations, such as networks 
with directional antennae. 
For 2), we have studied several distributed adaptive power control algorithms for IEEE 
802.11 networks. Most previous investigations [3] [4] adopt the minimum-transmit-power 
approach to reduce EN, however, H N and its associated problems remain. Our investigation has 
been an attempt to find better schemes than the minimum-transmit-power approach. Overall, we 
have three main contributions. 
1. W e have provided evidences through a counter example and simulation results to show that 
power control with minimum-transmit powers can create HN, which in turn causes a number 
of performance problems, including unfair bandwidth distributions in the network. 
2. W e have proposed and investigated three distributed adaptive power control algorithms: 
DAPC, PUSPC and IPA. When adjusting powers, these algorithms make sure that (i) no new 
interference relationships will be created beyond those already in existence; and (ii) no new 
H N will be created. These algorithms can achieve high spectral reuse by reducing EN while 
avoiding H N entirely. Our simulation results show that the three schemes on average can 
improve the network capacity of non-power-controlled 802.11 by more than two times. At the 
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same time, PUSPC and IPA achieve both better fairness and higher network capacity than the 
minimum-transmit-power approach. 
3. W e have proposed using the concept of Pareto efficiency to compare the performance of 
different power control algorithms on the basis of network capacity and fairness. The 
HN-free algorithms in the above paragraph can be modified to allow a certain degree of H N 
to further reduce EN. By varying the degree of H N allowed in our algorithms, we can trade 
off network capacity against fairness, yielding a range of different operating points in which 
higher network capacity means lower fairness, and conversely, higher fairness means lower 
network capacity. However, when the degree of H N is too high, both network capacity and 
fairness deteriorate simultaneously, even with the reduced EN. This operating region, to 
which the minimum-transmit-power approach belongs, is not desirable. 
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Appendix I: Proof of the Correct Operation 
of PE Algorithm for APC for SDN 
Proof of Correct Operation ofPE for Per-iteration Power Adjustment 
W e will first prove that enough information can be gathered for step 2 of the per-iteration 
power adjustment in Section 5.3.1 through PE, and this proof implies the correct operation of 
steps 1 and 3. 
For the execution of step 2, with respect to link 1, we need to know G(n, Tj) \/ neNn, G(n, 
Ri) \/ neNR], and G{T!, Rj). Suppose we count on Tj and R! to gather these data based on the PE 
packets. 
Determination of G(Ti, Rj) 
Ti can measure the power of the PE packets from Ri and by examining the content of the PE 
packets to find out PRI, TJ can then determine P、RI, TJ) / PRJ = G(R}, TJ) = G(TJ, RJ) by 
symmetry. 
Determination of G{n, Tj) and G(n, Ri) 
According to step 2, node n satisfies either 
P{N, R j ) > Rxth I K \fne NR�or P(N, TJ) > RXTH / K V/i g 
Substituting (17) into the above, we have 
P(n, Ri)> Rx/^ V" e NR\ or jP(n, Tj) > Rxth'^ g N^, 
So, the above says that the PE packets of nodes that may potentially interfere with Ti and Ri 
can reach J) and R]. Consider Tj. Tj can measure the power of the PE packet from node n in Nji, 
and by examining its content, Ti can derive G(«, 7]). Similarly, Rj can find out G(«, R/) 
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V n e N R / . 
Let us now look at steps 1 and 3. In step 1, we need G{T/, Rj) and G(Rj, Tj) for calculating 
the minimum necessary transmit power of Tj and Rj. But it has been shown that T) can determine 
GCr丨,R 丨 � = G 队 , T “ . 
In step 3, we need G(Tj, m) and G{Ri, m) me M77. It has been shown in the proof of step 2 
that both G{n, Tj) and G{n, Rj) can be determined by 7/ and R! respectively from the PE packets 
for all nodes n that satisfies: 
P{n, RJ) >Rxthl K \fn e TV^i or P{n, Tj) > Rxth I K \/n e N^^ 
In step 3, MTI denotes the set of nodes whose transmissions can interfere with reception at node 
TJ. SO, it is trivial that 
TI) > RXTH IK MJ^ 
Therefore, G(J\m) = G{m, Tj) can be determined by J). 
If T] is closer to node m than Rj, we can focus on satisfying (15) and we are done, since only 
(15) or (16) needs to be satisfied. If R/ is closer to node m than Ti, then Rj will also be interfered 
by node m, and according to the above, R/ can determine G(R],m) = G(m, Rj). So, the algorithm 
can use both (15) and (16) to see which is easier to satisfy. In any case, we will have the 
sufficient information from Ti and Rj 
Proof of Correct Operation of PE for Power Control Scheduling Strategies 
For Strategy 1 and Strategy 2, we need to know the number of i-edges in each link. 
In the proof of correct operation of PE for step 3 in Part A, we have shown that whenever 
there is a node m whose transmission interferes with the reception at J), the PE packet from node 
m can reach Tj provided (17) is satisfied. P(m, Tj) can be found from the power set in the PE 
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packet. Similarly, whenever there is a node m whose transmission interferes with Rj, the PE 
packets from node m can reach so that P(m, Rj) can be found from the power set. Also, it has 
been proved that Tj and Rj can determine P{Rj, Ti) and P(Tj, Rj) respectively. Hence, the 
information gathered by 7； and Rj is enough for us to determine all the i-edges to the links (Tj,Rj) 
and (RJ, TJ). Since we assume in Chapter 5 that all nodes will send such information to the 
central node, it can thus determine all the i-edges in the network. 
For Strategy 3, we need to compute the number of reducible i-edges by power adjustment. 
This requires the power-transfer relationships of the existing i-edges, potential i-edges, and the 
current transmit powers used. It has already been shown that such power-transfer relationships 
can be gathered by the PE algorithm. So, if the nodes also send the current transmit powers they 
use, the central node will have all the information required for Strategy 3. 
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Appendix II: Proof of the Correct Operation 
of PE Algorithm for DAPC 
Proposition 2: 
If (19) and (20) are satisfied, the information needed in D A P C for a node's per-iteration power 
adjustment can be gathered by itself and other nodes whose PE packets can reach it. 
Proof: Lemma 1 in the following proves that the information required for step 1 of the 
per-iteration power adjustment algorithm can be obtained by a node. Lemmas 1 and 2 prove that 
information required for step 2 can be obtained. Lemma 3 proves that information required for 
step 3 can be obtained. ‘ 
Lemma 1: 
G{TI, RI) can be determined by TI and RJ if (19) is satisfied. 
Proof of Lemma 1: By (19)，the PE packets of Ri can reach T!. By examining the content of the 
PE packets from RJ, which contains P{TI, RF), TJ can determine G(T], RJ) = P{TI, RJ) / PTI . 
Similarly for R；. 
Lemma 2: 
Both P(n, Ti) g NJ^^ and P(n, Rj) MneNR�can be determined by Tj as well as Ri 
if (19) is satisfied. 
Proof of Lemma 2: W e prove this lemma with respect to 7/. The proof for Rj is similar. For step 
2 of per-iteration power adjustment, Tj needs to know P(n, Rj) for all n that satisfies P(n, Rj) > 
Rxth / K, Substituting (19) into the above, we have P(n, Rj) > Rxth^^. 
This means that the PE packets of node n can reach and be decoded hy Rj. By measuring the 
power of these PE packets, and by examining their content, which contains the source address of 
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node n, Rj can then derive the identity of n, and hence P{n, Ri). According to the PE algorithm, 
this information is incorporated into the PE packets of R/ and broadcasted. When J) receives the 
PE packets of Rj, J) obtains the information on P(n, R\). P(n, R\) is sufficient for Ti to execute 
step 2 and P(n, T\) is not needed. 
However, that P(n, T])yn e A^】can also be obtained by Tj follows from the same argument 
above that P(n, Rj) e TV^ji can be obtained by 
Lemma 3: 
G{T], m) V w e MTI can be determined by Ti if (20) is satisfied. 
Proof of Lemma 3: Consider a node m^Mn. If initially, the network is HN-free, then J) must be 
able to carrier-sense m. This means the P H Y header of node m must be able to reach J) and 
decoded by it. So,尸(m, Ti) > 严 > Rx/^ by (20). Therefore, the PE packets from m can 
be received by Tj. By measuring the received power of the PE packets, and obtaining the identity 
of m and PSm in the payload of the PE packets, G(Tj, m) can be determined by J). 
When we adjust the powers down, \F meMTJ, step 3 in per-iteration power adjustment will 
ensure the PCSRange of node m continue to cover J) in the next iteration to maintain the 
HN-free property, which implies that the PE packets from node m will continue be able to reach 
T] in each and every successive iteration so long as meMrj. 
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Appendix III: Scalability of the 
Communication Cost of PE Algorithm 
In this appendix, we argue that the communication cost for a node to gather power 
information from neighboring nodes is scalable with user density, provided that the number of 
client stations per AP is kept constant. Specifically, we consider infrastructure-mode W L A N s 
deployed in a grid as in our simulation experiments. W e keep the average number of clients per 
AP, Nc, constant as user density increases, so that the square cells in the grid become smaller and 
smaller as user density increases. The maximum link length dmax is half the diagonal of a square 
in the grid. 
Consider an arbitrary node i. W e define the PE communication overhead of PE packets as the 
fraction of the airtime during which node i is receiving PE packets from other nodes — this is the 
airtime that can not be used by node i to transmit or receive its own packets. This overhead is 
Fp£x TpExNpE, where FPE is the frequency at which a node transmits its PE packets (in unit of 
number of PE packets per second), TPE is the average duration of a PE packet (in unit of second), 
and NpE is the average number of nodes whose PE packets are detected and received by node i. 
W e assume nodes transmit PE packets at the same data rate as the P H Y header. So, all the 
PE 
nodes whose PE packets can reach node i must be located within a circle of radius TxRange max 
=PCSRangemax initially before power adjustments. Although as time goes on and powers are 
reduced, this radius may be reduced, as an upper bound for NPE, we assume all PE packets 
transmitted by nodes within the initial circle can be heard by node i. Thus, 
NPE < iriTxRange 厂〜服)2 p = irPCSRangemax^ p ( 2 4 ) 
where p is the density of nodes. Now, for HN-free property [6], PCSRangemax = (3+zl) dmax. 
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Substituting into (24)，we have 
NPE < 7r[(3+zf) dmaxf P = 7 r ( 3 + 我 (25) 
Each PE packet contains the Power Set as described in Section 5.3.3, which is proportional to 
NPE. Let OHMK^Q the overhead consisting of the P H Y and M A C headers of 802.11: OHhdr = 24 + 
34 = 58 bytes. If we assume each item in the Power Set occupies one byte, we have 
TPE = (OHhdr + N P E ) I rpE (26 ) 
where rpE is the PE-packet data rate = 1Mbps. Thus, 
FpExTpExNpE < FpE {OHhdr + K ^ + A f N c ) -KO+AfNc / rpE (27) 
W e see that the communication cost is bounded for a constant Nc.. On the other hand, if Nc is 
• 2 
allowed to vary, then the communication cost scales according to Nc . 
Assume FPE= 1 packet for every two seconds, A = 0.78 (corresponding to path-loss exponent 
a = A) and Nc = 4. Then, (27) yields an upper bound for communication cost of 0.17. This bound 
is a very loose bound, particularly as powers are adjusted downward. So, we would expect much 
lower communication cost after convergence of our power-control algorithms. 
Assume 6 seconds per iteration (the same PE packet is sent three times before the next 
iteration). If 25 iterations are required for convergence (see Figure 7.6), then 2.5 minutes are 
required. For typical W L A N deployments where users are rather static, this will be satisfactory. 
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